UNH'S drug culture: small but flourishi ng
one user called it "the Chivas Regal of drugs"-.;and use ·badly," one user said, referring to the practice of cutting
,
· Despite widespread alcohol use and a conservative seems to be curtailed only by its high price, about $100 per . drugs with other substances to increase the volume and
thus, profits. "Coke around here is only 5Ct to 60 percent,
·
trend in student attitudes, UNH remams the home ot a gram.
,
In addition to coke and marijuana, blit somewhat less and the acid has a lot of speed in it."
small but flourishing drug community.
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Interviews with drug
authorities have shown that not only has marijuana other -psychedelics to barbiturates, s_peed, PCP ("Angel say, mainly because of-low demand in the state as a
reached near-complete social acceptance, but other, more Dust," animal tranquilizers) and the legal high provided whole.
"The drugs are poor and the supply is sporadic," said
by amyl -or butyl nitrate.
exotic drugs are readily available as well.
Dealer estimates put the number of daily pot smokers one dealer. "And a lot of dealers rip off their clients--they
All also agreed, however, that drug use on campus is
about average for a college community--and that alcohol 10 to 15 percent of the student population, with another 60 sell 7/10 of a gram as a gram, or put seeds in the bag."
Many drug users expressed frustration over the
percent as ''weekend partiers."
.
by far presents the greatest problem.
in an average week 1 one dealer said, about 25 pounds of unavailability of clean drugs, and police, too, said the
" There are a lot of drugs around here, " said one user
..,..
who, like all those interviewed , asked to remain commercial grade Columbian marijuana will change on drugs available on campus may be dangerous.
"What's really amazing to me," said UNH Police Lt.
anonymous. " I'd say the only thing you can't get is ' and around campus--selling for about $450 per pound or
Lloyd Wood, "is that people will put something into their
$35 to $40 per ounce.
heroin.' '
Though statistics on other drugs ar~ harder to ascer- bodies without really knowing what it is. I may see yellow
UNH police, health and stuaent affairs officials agreed
with that statement, but said it may reflect what has tain, sources say the volume of cocaine at UNH is roughly elephants and write great poetry while you jump out the
become a social norm. And all said that health problems one to two ounces per week, and, when it is in supply, window."
several hundred doses of LSD can be sold in a week.
created by use of drugs other than alcohol are slight.
"The problem is that the stuff is stepped-on pretty DRUGS, page 9
Cocaine is the most popular o~ the more exotic drugs--
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O'C~nnell
By Gary Langer
Associate Professor of political
science Lawrence O'Connell
yesterday resigned his chairmanship of the Political Science
Depai:tment, effective this June.
O'Connell's resignation, one
his .threeyear before the end
year term as chairman, comes m
the face of continuing dissent in
the Political Science Department.
O'Connell said last night that it
was pressures brought about by
that dissent over the Spitz
grievance issue and the
promotion and tenure case of
Assis ta n t P rofessor Warren
Brown that led to his move.
" I simply felt I could no longer
be effective 'in the department as
chairman,'' he said.
Alan Spitz, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts, said yesterday
that O'Connell "pretty much attributed it (his resignation) to the
politics of personal attack" in a
letter to Spitz.
That attack, Spitz said, was
"primarily by Professor Moore."
O'Connell, however., declined to
comment on Spitz's statement
last night
And Associate Professor of
political science David Moore,
one of the four grievants against
Spitz, said he would not comment
on the -charges Spitz mentioned

of

Mike Teringali goes for the backhand . on the tennis court
behind Huddleston Hall yesterday. (Bob Bauer photo)

Fire station reconsid ered
By Willard Tucker

< the

The Durham Board of Selectmen and the UNH Advisory
Committee decided last night to
reconsider plans for a new
Durham-UNH fire station.
· The committee saw three
possible recommendations: support of the original plan for a
station on B lot; support of the
original plan with minor architectural fee reductions; and
support of a municipal complex
that would house the fire department, the ambulance corps and
the police department.
At the outset of the meeting
Fire Commissioner John Flanqers said, ''the Board of Fire
Commissioners would like to go
on record as opposing any
changes in the current fire
station proposal.''
Flanders said the public should
be informed exactly how the
$100,000 bond issue for architectural design would be spent--an
area he said was not adequately
explained at the March town
meeting, when it was rejected by
the voters .
Larry Finnegan, a member of

committee,
advisory
suggested the possibility of a
municipal building. "We want to
put together the most economical
public safety package for the
people of the town,'' he said.
Finnegan said the Board of
Selectmen has decided not to
relocate the police department in
its old quarters, which partially
burned more than a month ago.
Those facilitieS'. he said, will be
remodeled as the town coutthouse.
Committee Chairman Allan
Prince, Vice President of Budget
and Administration for the
University, said "the Board of
Trustees has approved a site in.B
lot, with certain - stipulations
towards parking. They haven't
,
rescinded their approval."
Prince said that the University
still supports the original plan.
He said any change in the
current proposal would first have
to be approved by the Board of
Trqstees .
· "Five years ago it was decided
that it was best to build a structt~re to accommodate iust the fire
department and ambulance corps,'?

Prince said.
Fire Commissioner James
Chamberlin opposed a municipal
building. "I don't believe the
town police department should be
located on or even near the campus," he said, "because the
police department serves only
the town, whereas the fire department serves both the town and
the campus."
The Board of Fire Com-'
missioners disagreed, pointing
out that almost all members of
the department's call companies
are students who live in dormitories and must be close to the
station.
Selectwoman Marianna' Hatch
said she opposed any changes in
the present proposal because it
would cause further unwanted
delay.
"This delay is having an effecct
on the morale of the people
providing the services, ' ' she said,
"and with the construction of a
new incinerator in the same area,
there will soon be a great deal of
congestion around the present
fire station."
FIREHOUSE, page 19

quits ·poli sci post

unless O'Connell made them
public.
Though he did not specify the
nature of the attacks made by
Moore on O'Connell, Spitz said he
and O'Connell "have discussed
the matter and there is very little
I can do to assure him that those
attacks will cease. I have no
reason to think they will."
One reason for those attacks on
O'Connell, Spitz said, was "his
alledged support for me" in the
controversial grievance issue
that has embfoiled the department since October.
Moore said O'Connell 's move is
" not a resignation that's going to

uD~Ye..aJot of impac:t~ becaus~-h~'
s
gomg on leave next semester.
One reason for O'Connell 's
resignation, Moore added, is that
"Dean Spitz's interference in the
department has caused a strain
on relations."
UNH President Eugene Mills
would also not comment on
O'Connell's reasons for resigning
last night, but said, "it's been a
tough situation for him."
"I regret the fact he's
resigning," Mills said. "He has
made a positive contribution and
for
force
a
been
has
professionalism in the department and the University.' '

Witnesses found in
UNH kidnap case
By Michael Kelly

··

Sanford, Me. police have located
at least two witnesses to testify
against a Sanford man charged
with kidnapping and atteinptea
rape of a University of New
Hampshire student.
Detective Wayne Patch of the
Sanford polic;_e, said the departmem nas nuilt a strong case
against Reginald Cabana, 40, of 2
Berwick Ave., Sanford, Me.
Cabana is charged with kidnapping and attempting to rape
an unidentified 20-year-old UNH
woman, after offering her a ride
in his car at 11 :30 a.m. last Wednesday.
He is currently being held on a
$10,000 -bail in the Penodscot
County Jail in Bangor, Me., pending arraignment Wednesday in
Sanford District Court.
In Durham, Police Chief Ray
Burrows has asked U.S. Atty.
William Shaheen to enter the investigation, while his own investigation and that of the Lee police
department continue.
According to police, Cabana
picked up the student who was
walking from a Mill Road market
and carrying two bags of
groceries. Police believe Cabana
sexually assaulted her near Lee
or Durham, and in Sanford.
Sanford police arrested Cabana
at his home, after the victim
escap-ed from confinement there
and reported the incident at the
police station, at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday, Patch said yesterday.
The woman was examined for
injuries at the Goodall Hospital in
Sanford and released. Patch said
she has returned to the Durham
area .
Patch said he was not sure if
anyone else was in Cabana's
house during the victim · ~ stay
there, but added that he has

located at ~least one witness who
testifies to having seen Cabana
enter the house with the victim on
Wednesday.
Cabana is married and has
''foµr or five chfldren ·,-, Patch
'
said.
Patch said . the Sanford in- ·
vestigation is continuing. Also investigating is the FBI, which was
called in by U.S. Atty. Shaheen.
FBI agent Ralph Gault said
yesterday that the bureau was
called in because the incident involves the crossing of state lines.
Gault said Shaheen was
discussing the case with the York
County prosecutor to decide
whether to handle the case on a
federal or state level.
"He (Cabana) will be charged
either federally on a kidhapping
charge or locally, by the Maine
authorities,~· said Gault.
Gualt_ congratulated- the
Durham, Lee and Sanford police
departments for "building a very
strong case on the kidnapping
charge in a very short time.''
Durham police Chief Ray
Burrows said yesterday that his
department has not turned up ·
any witnesses to the victim entering Cabana's car.
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News briefs

Engi~eering

stu4ents help
-solve industrial problems
'

~

)

Tuition ,1nay rise
Tuition may go up next year, according to a letter sent "to
students by UNH President Eugene Mills this week.
The letter, which states that a final decision has not yet been
made, says that inflation would be the cause of the increase.
. Mills said that the probability_of a tuition increase will depend
on the General Court's decision on the University's proposed
.budget.
· .
Last week University System Chancellor Bruce Poulton told
the Court that tuition would have to rise 10 percent if the University's budget request is not passed.
Mills said he did not know when the legislature would make its
decision.
Mills also said in the letter that a "modest increase" in room
and board rates is being recommended to the Board of Trustees.

Co1n1nittee f or1ned
A search committee has been formed to review applications for
the position of director of residential life -- presently held by
David Bianco . .
The committee is made up of two students: Jeanne Waxman,
vice president of student li~e and Martin Rooney, a P?litical
science major and four administrators; Ingeborg Lock, d.irector
of residential life-dining; Noah Zecher. Area I coordmator:
Thomas DuBois, director of counceling and testing, and William
Kidder, associate dean of students.
Bianco announced his resignation in January after seven years
at the University because "it's time for me to try different !hings
elsewhere:''
Richard Stevens, V.P. for student affairs, said the committee
has already received sixty~five applicants.
The deadline for applications is Friday, April 20th.
Bianco's resignation become effective July 1st.
"We hope to have a new head of residential life no l~ter than
July," Stevens said. "But a lot depends on the candidates and
where he's coming from.''

_F ~stival planned
The UNH Office of Student Activities and the University's 12~
international students wiU sponsor a four-day international
festival beginning next Tuesday.
Students from 35 nations will take part in the festival which includes an international dinner at 6:30 p.m. Saturday in the MUB's
Granite State Room.
Other international festival activities will take place Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday in the MUB .
The MUB kitchen will serve international soups, salads and
breads from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Wednesday and Thursday·.
The Strafford Room will house exhibits from around the world
from 10 a .IT\: to 4 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Films, lan'g'uage and dance demonstrations. art displays, and
noon-hour cooking lessons will be presented from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Tnursctay m the MUB's tipper level.
.
At the same time, the UNH Horticulture Club will exhibit a
Japanese rock garden.
. ·
On Thursday evening, the festival will sponsor an international
coffee house.
·
- The public is invited. The events - except for the coffee house
· and dinner - are free. Tickets for the dinner cost $10.50 apiece
($9.50 for students), and will be next week at the MUB ticket office.
'

By Joy Bleakney
Institute in Concord and Vermont CEE:i'). "It teaches the students
Some industrial problems in Technical College in ~andolph or to work with personnel and the
New Hampshire are bejng solved an equivalent school.
experience also helps them get .
with the help of UNH mechanical
'The students are required to do jobs," he said. .
.
and
electrical
engineer a senior project working with an
"Doing
senior . pro)ects
technology students. .
industry:- The year-long project definitely played a major part in
The program accepts transfer teaches morethan the "technical allowing me ' to fit right into a
students with an associates ·knowfedge obtained from text- . job," said John Johansen ~n E~T
degree_, in mechanical or ·elec- books," _according to- Kenneth major. ''.I've accepted a Job with
trical engineering technology Burt assistant professor of elec- a company in Keene," he s~id.
from New Hampshire Technical trical engineering technology
Johansen and EET majors
Joseph Ondie and Mic}!ael Alines
·are working on an "innovative ~all
system': for citizen band radios.
The system wiH "reduce operator
fatique from listening to undesirable noise,'' said Glines.
Johansen continued, ''Tbe
(Tram Diamond) company in
Winnesquam, N.H. has put a lid
By Willard Tucker
"I was quite upset that I
on 1the information that we can
Complaints about the Univer- couldn't transfer the credits
give out because they're thinking
sitv's acceptance of transfer · within the University System,"
of marketing the apparatus.' "
credits are unfounded, according she said. "It's a very difficult and
Glines said, "We're not sure if
to the Admissions Office.
important course for ·my major.
they're going to market the ap_ The complaints have been Now I have to take it again,
1
voiced by transfer students who here.'' say they are not being granted
.
'
credit for courses that they CREDITS, page 6
thought would be recognized.
But Dean of Admissions
Eugene Savage said the University's process of credit evaluation
gives prospective· transfer
students enough time to decide
whether or not they want to accept the number of credit hours
the University is willing to trans- By Beth Albert
of Women Voters to sponsor a
fer.
A bike path will be built this bike-a-thon to raise money for the
"We tell them in their letter of summer on Mill Road, Durham Mill Road bike lane.
acceptancenow_111any semester Town Selectwoman Marianna
The bike-a -thon to raise
hours of credit will be awarded," Hatch said yesterday.
The bike-a-thon will · be
Savage said.
"The path will go from College Saturday April 28 leaving Shop
Transfer students make up Road to Main Street. Other than and Save parking lot at 1 p.m.
nearly 40 percent of the UNH un- that lane there is no firm time
"The purpose of the bike-a-thon
dergraduate population, accord- schedule for more paths except is to support state legislation for
ing to the Admissions Office. Coe Drive .which has priority," safety on New Hampshire roads,
More than 1000 students transfer Hatch said.
demonstrate the safety hazards
here each year.
Coe Drive is located near in community .and recreational
Savage said the University con- Oyster River Junior High School biking, and pay for the Mill Road
dllcts two evaluations of a trans- and is used mainly by junior high bike lane," Buckley said.
fer student's transcripts : A and high school students, accorMarion Beckwith teaches
preliminary evaluation is taken ding to Hatch.
bicycling classes at UNH !),..,.., ~
when the student is accepted at
She did not know when a bike encouraging her students to ride
UNH and if the student definitely lane would be built there.
in the bike-a-thon.
decides to come to the University
-' Cicily Buckley, chairwoman,of
"The shoulders of town roads
Savage says a formal evaluation the Citizens for Alternative Tran- need to be widened because there
is done.
sportation, a local organization are dangerous curbs and blind
"In the formal evaluation we that supports alternatives - to spots," Beckwith said. "The biketell the student which credits will automobile transportation, said a-thon is more of a .ge~ ture to ·
transfer and how," Savage said. bik~ lanes are desperately make people aware that there is a
"But the student has this infor- needed in Durham.
problem."
mation very far in advance'of en"The most dangerous roads are
A spokesman for the Durham
rollmentattheUniversity."
the state 'roads," she said. Police department said there was
Kathy I Clark,
a
junior "Route 108 from Newmarket to one accident involving a bicycle
psychology ' major who trans- Dover is the worst because there .being hit by a car last year. "The,
rerrect trom Keene State this is no shoulder in some places."
cyclist
was
injured
and
semester, lost three credits on a - Buckley's organization has hospitalized with head injuries," psychological statistics course joined with UNH bicycling
that was essential for her major.
classes and the Durham League .BIKES, page 16

Transfer students
-are dissatisfied

D ur
' h am

bike path
to be built soon

Recycling plant serves · seacoast

The weather
Today will be mostly sunny with highs in the 50s, according to
the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tonight will be clear with temperatures dropping to the 20s.
Tomorrow will be fair with temperatures once again reaching
the 50s.
There is 20 percent chance of precipitation today and 10 percent
tonight.
\
Winds will be coming from the north at about 15 miles per hour.
'-·-.;

"'

,..:;:-

A mountain of cans awaits recycling at the UNH recycling center. <Bob Bauer photo )

By Stan Olshefski
Just beyond the University's
farm lands on Old Concord Road
in Durham stands a large blue tin
and cinder block structure. The
. building, part of the Leavitt Service Center, is the home, of UNH's
recycling plant.
And although the plant is staffed only by a few full-time
workers and seven UNH student
workers, the non-profit project is
a well-managed and fast-moving
operation. ·
Plant operator Harvey Batchelder says the facility serves
the entire seacoasfarea and handled 94 tons of recyclable
material in the month of March
alone.
Batchelder says that several
trucks called packers collect
recyclable material from
Durham and surrounding towns
regularly.
Thses
" Mobile
Recyclers" make three pick-ups
a week, he says.
But, he adds, much of the plant's
material is also collected through
citizen's deposists. "People drive
up with truck loads of recyclable
goods. The plant workers take the
RECYCLING, page 17
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The underground at UNH:
.life is _hot;, dark and steamy

Aisa cuddtes up to Carol Piotrowski at the UNH Horse barns.
(Roh Bauer photo)

Trtistee Ian Wilson
seeks strong voice
By Dennis Cauchon
Ian Wilson, future student
trustee, said yesterday to be suecessful as a trustee "you've got to
beat administrators at their own
game."
"My basic goal as student
trustee is to establish a little
credibility in the position,"Wilson said. "I don't want to go in
there pounding my fist on the
table and yelling because that
doesn 't get ou the mutual

respect needed to get the job
done. Protests and demonstrations just don't work
anymore."
Wilson was approved by
Governor Hugh Galle_n last week
and should be approved by the
Governor's Council at their April
27 meeting, according to Dayton
press
Gallen's
Duncan,
secretary.
, Wilson said he was disappointed at the number of students on
the Board of Trustees.
· "I see the one student Trustee
as token representation of
students," he said. "I think each
campus should have their own
Trustee.''
One student representing 16,000
students on four different campuses is "absurd," Wilson said.
"I've never even been to
Plymouth State, how am I sup. posed to represent them?''
Wilson disagrees with Rep.
<DMorisette's
Richard
Somersworth) bill which would
have made the student bo,dy
president of each campus a
Trustee. The bill was killed by the
N.H. House on April 3 by a 265-67
margin.
"The student body presid~ts
already have enough work on

Ian Wilson

By Willard Tucker
In 1928, construction crews at
the University of New Hampshire
finished shovelling dirt over a
newly laid steam heating pipe
beneath the Main Street
sidewalk. The pipe was part of an
efficient central heating system
for the campus' dozen buildings.
Today, more than fifty years
after coalburning furnaces at the
Physical Plant began sending
steam through those pipes, they
carry the burden of heating some
fifty buildings on a campus where
enrollment has quadrupled.
and
maintenance
The
replacement of such aging
equipment, as well as conservation of fuel used to produce
steam , are the responsibilities of
the department of Physical Plant
Operation and Maintainence
(PPO&M ), based in the Physical
Plant building beside the
Durham:UNH Fire Station.
Amidst a maze of pipes and
whining turbines , all painted
pastel green, five massive boilers
tower some fifty feet to the roof of
the plant.
From there, steam is carried
down to the very bottom of the
building. There, large pipes turn
at right angles and disappear
horizontally into a concrete
cavern, where the tunnels begin.
The tunnels, large enough for a
man to walk through, slope uphill
from the plant until they are just
below ground level and then
branch into five circuits.
The circuits service all

academic and administrativei haven't been replaced. "
buildings, and most dormitories .
The walls are damp and clamOnly Stoke, Babcock, Hubbard, my in places, and dry and rpusty
Christensen and Williamson in others. The pipes often make
Halls are heated electrically.
the tunnels stiflingly hot. "It's
Down in the tunnels, there are like the Bastille down there,"
no light bulbs . "There used to be quipped DiLorenzo.
At least three pipe leaks have
a lot of them a few years back,' '
said Fred DiLorenzo, assistant
plant foreman, "but they all got PPO&M, page 20
smashed or shorted out and

House considers
retirement hill
Mandatory retirement age may soon be prohibited in New
·
Hampshire.
A bill to abolish a mandatory retirement age for most state
residents has been passed by the state Senate and is now in the
House's Executive and Administration Committee. No hearings
·
on it have been scheduled yet.
The bill would not cover those required by the state constitution
to retire at the age of 70.
Others - including those employed in the University would be
allowed to work as long as they met "reasonable performance
standards."
Currently Federal law prohibits forced retirement until at least
age 70, but tenured professors are excluded from its coverage.
Professors at UNH are required to retire at age 65 while all
other University employees are allowed to work until age 70.
Rep. Joan Schreiber <D-Madbury), a strong supporter, seemed
cautiously optimistic the bill would pass the House.
Former UNH_,professor Richard Dewy, forced to retire last
year under the University's mandatory retirement age of 65 for
professors, said he supported the bill but did not expect it to help
him in his efforts to get re-hired.
"The bill is not retroactive," said Dewey. "I'll still have to fight
my own fight.''

Cable slQted for Durham
By Nancy Carbonneau
If all goes as planned, Durham
will be seeing Cable Television by
July or August of this year, and
the University will have the option for installation by this fall.
The future of Cable TV was
discussed at !ast..., week's town
meeting and Robert Felder, .i;>resident of Cable Vision Servic~ Co.
Inc., ironed out some details for
the selectmen.
The areas that will initially be
serviced will be the downtown
areas, Madbury Road to Route 4,
Bagdad Road to Route 108,
faculty areas, Mill Road to the
railroa-d bridge, and all of
Woodridge, Wedgewood and
Laurel Lane.
If the university receives cable
or not, it is clearly up to them,
according to Greig Conraurer,
Student
the
of
president

Television Network <STVN).
"Durham is getting cable, but
UNH may not want it,'' said
Conraurer, "because they would
have to knock off all the antenna
on the dormitories if they wanted
to hook up the cable."
Each dorm would have to
decide if they wanted the cable
hooked up the cost is $20 for one
television receiver and $10 for
each additional one. The monthly
charge is $8.50 for one receiver
and $2.50 for each additional one.
Conraurer said that for this
money all the dorms would be
getting was a clearer picture on
three stations, unless the cable
service got the Home Box Office,
which shows movies.
Another possible benefit that
Conraurer sees in the future is if
Durham has over 1000 subscribers, the student station

woajd be permitted some access
time on a station, due to a
Federal Communication Commission Law.
But, Conraurer said, "they
won't have any time to give us on
channels 2-13. The only possible
time would be in the early morning,_ before Channel 11 signs
on."
"Right now I'd like to go on
anytime, but we wouldn't be
reaching the students," he said .
Conraurer added that if the
station could serve students
more it woul(l be easier for them
to acquire funding for their
broadcasts.
"The cable company likes the
idea of our programming," said
Conraurer, "and they'd like to
CABLE TV, page 7

WILSON, page 21

SANE revitalized
by nuke accident
By Judi Paradis
The recent -nuclear accident in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania has revitalized UNH's Society AdEnergy ·
Natural
vocating
<SANE). A spokesman for the
group said that since the accident
10 to 15 new members have joined
and enthusiasm has increased
within the group.
SANE members agree that the
group was dose to dissolving thls
semester. ''It's been hard to keep
people involved,'' said a member
named Victoria Brendler sitting
in the group's small office in the
MUB cluttered with "no Nuke" tshirts and bumper stickers,
stacks of literature, and a disintegrating couch.
"Afterthey began construction
at Seabrook people began to think
SANE was a lost cause, but now

they're scared. There's not just a
one in a million chance of somebecause
happening
thing
something just happened last
week,'' she said. ,,
Although SANE members said
they don't care if their members
are all very active or not, Brendler said that the fact that only 10
of their 30 members were active
/ this year did cause some problems for the group. They were
unable to plan· any events for the
semester and their MUB office
was frequently closed, she said.
Brendler said that most of the
15 new members ·who attended
Wednesday night's introductory
meeting had come because of the
nuclear accident in Penhsylvania.
SANE, page4

A crowd of about 350 at the Concord Unitarian Church Sat~rday called for an end to construction of the Seabrook nuclear power plant. (Jonathan Blake photo>
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campus calendar
TUESDAY, April 17
HEALTH FAIR--TOWARD A HEALTHIER TOMORROW:
The Fair, part of the School of Health Studies' 10th anniversary celebration, will be conducted in the Memorial
Union, from 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Program includes demonstrations, speakers, films, health screening, and brochures.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Theme: "California Here He Comes," a farewell to President Eugene
Mills. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3
p.m. Continues through Thursday, April 19.
HAROLD A. IDDLES LECTURE SERIES: "Regulation in
Aspartate Transcarbamylase," Professor William N. Lipscomb, Jr., Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, Harvard. Iddles
Auditorium, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Naturalism," Philip E.
Nicoloff, English. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11
a.m.-12:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: Colby, Brackett Field, 1 p.m. Doubleheader.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Bridgewater, Memorial Field, 3:30
p.m.
HUMAN SEXUALITY MONTH: The Dinner Series. This
series presents films in each dining hall, followed by a repeat
of the film and discussion in selected dorms. Films shown at
5:30 p.m. in Stillings, Huddleston, and Philbrook; films
shown again at 7:30 p.m. in Jessie Doe, Fairchild, and
Williamson.
MAKING CONNECTIONS FILM SERIES: "The Battle of
Chile," a film about the presidency of Salvador Allende and
the military overthrow of his popular democracy. Forum
Room, Library, 7 p.m.
1
PANEL PRESENTATION: "Legalized Gambling in N.H."
Five panelists, all currently involved with legalized gambling, will give presentations in their area of expertise.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7-9 p.m. Sponsored by
Sigma Nu Fraternity.
PRESENTATION BY CHARITO PLANAS: Planas, an internationally know'n Filipino attorney and businesswoman,
will describe the repressive, U.S. aided Filipino government
of President Ferdinand Marcos. McConnell Hall, Room
208, at 8 p.m. Co-sponsored by the Campus Ministry Office, and the New England Human Rights Network.
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING PRESENTS: "Your
Wholistic Connection," by William Becker, coordinator of
a Wholistic Living Center. Social Science Center, Room
' '
304, at 7:30 p.m. WOMEN'S CENTER PRESENTATION: "The Naked
Truth: Conditioning Through Advertising." Sociologist
Jean Kilbourne will speak about the media's effect _on our
self-concept. Murkland Hall, Room 110, at 8 p.m.

SANE revitalized by nuke accident
SANE
continued from page 3

trust of both business and govern- frustrating."
Another problem Brendler said
ment.
At Wednesday's meeting was SANE's lack of hierarchy.
The group's name is a good indication of its attempts to build members discussed the import- "We .have no president and vice
interest and membership. It ance of presenting the public president," she said. "EvJryone
originally began in 1976 as Stu- with alternative fo\ms of energv.. has equal say in what goes on, but
dents Against Nuclear Energy. Member Diane Sparks said, "It's that means members have to
Brendler said, "We changed it to fine to appeal to peo.p le's decide what they want to do .and
Society Against Nuclear Energy - emotions, but you have to let do it. You can't just plug into
to encourage people other than them know that if nuclear power some planned activ:ity."
Members said the main purstudents to join and last fall we is out, we don't ha~e tQgo back to
pose of the group is to educate .
changed it to Society Advocating candles."
Members at the meeting also people about energy. "People
Natural Energy.
"We felt the name change discussed past problems with pass through the university
made a more positive statement SANE. David Hills, a longtime without ever coming in contact
and would appeal to more member of SANE who graduated with the type of information we
in December said, "We would get have. We like to view ourselves
people,'' she said.
SANE advocates "solar, geo- really enthusiastic and have ail as a resoµrce,'' Hills said.
The group's major activity
thermal, anything which is en- - kinds of committees trying to do
vironmentally safe, cheap," said everything. You would have right now is distrib'u ting
member Andy Oullette. "And it thought we had a thousand mem- literature outside the MUB
doesn't lend itself to centraliza- bers when we were actually a cafeteria. New interest has intion,'' he added expressing a dis- very small group. It got very creased their goals.
The self supporting group
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......_...._ _._...-. . depends on natural energy Tshirt and bake sales for funds.
,, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
The group also discussed trying
to reach students living oncampus. "Up until now," Hills
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ·1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
said, "most of our members have
been commuters - a lot of them
April 19
Thursday, $1.00
hold jobs - and it's harder for
them to get here."
GRATEFUL DEAD Directed by Jerry Gar-c ia and
. Brendler said the group ·can be
as active as their members want
Leon Gast. Cast: "Do I have to tell you?" 1977,
it to be. "Last year we ran an
color, 141 min. Animation by Gary Gutierrez.
exhibit on solar energy at the
The ultimate~n concert films, the Grateful Dead
Seabrook occupation in August,"
vividly captures the feeling of the band; its · Hills said. She added that some
members hesitate to get involved
music and the group's .relationship with its
occupations
Seabrook
in
audiences.
"because students just don't have
the time or money to get arrested."
Sunday $.75
April 22
SANE is associated with the
Clamshell Alliance, the largest
LAST TANGO IN PARIS. Directed by Bernardo
antinuclear group in New
Bertolucci. Cast: Marlon Brando, Maria
England. Louis Grondin of the
Schneider, Jean-Pierre Leaud, Massimo Girotti,
Clamshell Alliance said the
Clamshell is a loosley knit group.
Maria Michi and Catherine Allegret. <tolor,
pretty
is
Every , group
1972, 129 min. When all is said and done, when
autonomous and if a group wants
the tempest over course, and Bernardo Berto plug into a clam-wide activity
we coordinate it."
tolucci's Last Tango in Paris can be seen with
Members of SANE said they
some great measure of distance and objectivfrequently get frustrated with
ity, it will be recognized as one of the deepest
their work. Citing Harrisburg as
an example, Oullette said, "No it
essays on human nature that the cinema has
didn't surprise me. I'm just
ever produced.
afraid that the government will
downplay this unless people join
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
in and work on it. People slowly
All shows
forget. It's up to groups like this
MtJB
Strafford
to remind them."

1979 MUSO SPRING FILM SOCIETY

___...,
_____________________________________________
Rm.

WEDNESDAY, April 18
DURHAM RED CROSS J3LOOD DRIVE: Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE: Tufts, Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD: Bridgewater, Lewis Field,
/
3p.m.
PHYSICS UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR SERIES: "The
Physics of Clouds," Professor William Taffe, Plymouth
State College. DeMeritt Hall Lounge, 3:30-4:15 p.m.
HUMAN SEXUALITY MONTH: Wednesday Night Live
Series. This week's presentation: "The Real Story About the
Birds and the Bees," as told by Dr. Curtis Hinckley, teacher
of Human Sexuality, Lowell University. Devine Lounge, · 7
p.m.
PRESENTATION ON WHITE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL
FOREST: Ned Therian, White Mountain National Forest Supervisor, will present slides and a lecture on camping, the
permit policy, summer· opportunities, and future developmental plans for the White Mountains. Carroll-Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by
NHOC.
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB PRESENTS: "Marcuse on Historical Materialism and Historical Imperative." HamiltonSmith Hall, Room 42, at 7:30 p.m.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT JUNIOR RECITAL: Michael
Straw, trumpet, and Carole Cutliffe, French horn. Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.
The "Campus Calendar" appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial.Union.
The New flampsliire (USPS 37~280) is pliblished and distributed semi-weekly 1
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the ~
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office hours:
Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 4
Academic year subscription: $9.00. Second class po.5tage paid at Durham,
N.H. 03824 .. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The New Hamp- ~
shire will in no case be responsible for typographical o.r otQ_e·~·rs, but will
r appears,
reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typogr4phi~a .
i£ notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address c~? to The- New
Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham, N.11. 0:'8u>1fjtoo copi(•s pt'r
printed at. ( 'ourit'r Publishing ('o., Hoch(•slt'r, N.11
!ssue
.
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12 EXP.

2.49 ·
20 EXP.

3.69
24 EXP.

4.39
Bring in your Easter and
Springtime pictures to be
developed and printed.
We offer quality film pro·
cessing and excellent service.

36 EXP.

6.79

Offer expires
Hewitt llall April 21, 1979
862-2141
A University owneQ non-profit facility
· located campus to serve you
.

UNH BOOKSTORE
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Perspectives ••.
(

While with an eye made quiet ~ .
by the power of harmony, and the deep power of joy
We see into the life of things.
--Wordsworth
/

Photos by Bob Bauer

\

/'
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Transfers
CREDITS
continued from page 2

Clark said she had talked with
at least three other people who
had the same problem.
"I came with the thought that I

wasn't going to lose any credit,"
said Mark Clark, also a transfer
from Keene, "but it turned , out
that I lost three credits on a trigonometry course.''
Savage said the Admission Office does not give credit for any
courses taken at other in-

approve a course ~or credit transfer because of it's title," he said,
pointing out that tbis is often all
they have to judge the worth of a
course.
"A student can petition if ne
thinks the course deserves credit,
and we ma~e a decision on it,"

stitutions if a similar course is \
not offered at UNH. The University does not offer a trigonometry
course, Savage said.
"What we basically use is a list
of University courses compiled
by · the Academic Senate,"
Savage explained. "We may not

•

~*~~~~**************************!

·

------,---notices--------~!
GENERAL

*t

CLUBS AND OR~ANIZA TIONS

PHI KAPPA PHI HONOR SOCIETY INITIATION AND
BANQUET: Wednesday, April 18, New England Center.
Dinner at 6 p.m.; initiation and speaker at 7:30 p.m . Phi
Kappa Phi is the honor society that recognizes sc;holarship irrespective of the academic discipline, thus
making its membership an interdisciplinary one. Professor Batcheller will initiate sixty-eight members into
the society. His subject : ''Man's Superior--The Insect. ''

RELIGION

(;HRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION : Meeting,
T d
A ·117 R k. gha Room Memor·a1 Un1·on
0
__
, _o_c_1_n__
m_ _ _
• ---1

.,.a-.~. ,:ili is--~-~·-p_n

- !

TONIGHT

~

:*

!
.
:
an znternatzonally known Fili- *
~ pi110 attornev and business w~man, will describe !
~ tlze repressive, U.S. aided, Filipino government of*
* Pres(dent Ferdinand Marcos and tlze marital law !
~ irnposed by his regime. She ~as imprisoned in !
! 1972-73 and last year narrowly escaped a second!
*arrest.
*
*
*
**
*
** r
AT THE FACULTY CEN.TER
***
***
!
8:00 p.m.
!
McConnell Hall
!
!
!
Room208
~
***
***
*
*
!*
Co Sponsored by: ·
!*
*
The United Campus Ministry
*
and
*
*
!** The New England Human Rights Network ***
*
**
/
---·-------------------~ ! *** ** **** ***** **** **** ****** **: *

SENIOR WOMEN: Are you thinking about your future
plans? Come. and share some concerns with us. You
' might discover some alternatives you hadn't imagined.
Tuesday, April 17, Devine Lounge, at 6:30 p.m. Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement and the Office
of Residential Life.
\.
LEADERSHIP TRAINING CLASS : Three levels dealing with aspects of the Christ-directed life. Thursday,
April 19, Hamilton-Smith 202, at 7:30 p.m . Sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ.
PARTY AND CELEBE.ATION IN HONOR OF DR.
DAVID VAN NUYS : Saturday, April 2.1, Elliott Alumni
Center, from 8 p.m.-12 midnight. Students and friends
who are planning on attending are asked to give a donation and to bring one food item. Anyone planning on attending is asked to contact Bruce Dechert, 659-2527.
SQUARE DANCE: Saturday, April-21, Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, from 7:30!11:30 p.m . Come and learn
to square dance! Professional caller, and refreshments.
Admission $1. Sponsored by Navigators, Campus Crusade for Christ, and Intervarsity Christian Fellowship. CAFE FRANCAIS : Wednesday, April 18, Murkland
Hall, Room 101, from 3:30-4 :30 p.rq . Open to any member of the campus community. This week: "The
Mustards of.France."
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT' GROUP : Meets Tuesdays,
Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield House, at 7
p.m.
.

ACADEMIC

Savage said.
Savage said he realizes that
there are bouna to be problems
and obiections from students
when their credits are transferred, and said the Admissions
Office deals with each problem in4ividually.
-

PHI .CHI THETA: Meeting, Tuesday, April 17, McConnell Hall, Room 406 (Faculty Room>, at 6:30 p.m.
SANE MEETING: Wednesday, April 18, Rockingham
Room, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. Discussion and ideasharing about nuclear energy, alternative energy,
Harrisburg, and activities that SANE can spons_o r.
UNH ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Wednesday, April
18, Kendall Hall, Room 202, at 7:30 p.m. We will watch a
movie entitled "Grow Xour Own Dairy." Last meeting
before the Little Royal. Bring your questions. All
welcome.
ALPHA ZETA: OFFICERS MEETING: Wednesday,
April 18, Kendall 212, at 4 p.m.
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: -Tuesday, April 17,
Room 13~, Memorial Uni9n, at 7 p.m.

**

. Planas,
Charzto

BREAKFAST FOR SECRETARIES: Honor your secretary! Now is the time for you to show your appreciation
to your secretaries for all of the extra things that they do
for you all year. This special breakfast event will be held
on Tuesday, April 24, at the Faculty Center, from 8-10
a .m . Menu includes fruit juice, muffins and danish,
cheese omelet, tea or coffee, and a fresh fruit bowl. Meal
charge is $2.50 per person. Reservations are required.
Please call the Faculty Center at 862-1320.
SECRETARIES' DAY ATUNH : Treat your secretary to
tuncn aL we r al:uny t,emer. .r..acn secrecary wu1 t:>e
presented with a flower. and a complimentary dessert.
Wednesday , April 25, Faculty Center, from 11 :30 a .m .1:30p.m .
·
RENAISSANCE HOUR ; John Wicks and Robert Stibler,
faculty members in the Music Department, will give a
demonstration and play music from the . Renaissance
period on wind instruments. Wednesday, April 18,
Faculty Center, from 3:30-5 1p.m. There will be a cash
bar and assorted snacks.

The "notices" section appears in each issue of Th e New
Hampshire . Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union .

UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
presents a

CAREER NIGHT PROGRAM
on

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
AND PLANNING
FACULTY
Dr. David Berry
Dr. 'Michael O'Sullivan

,

~LUMNI

J0hn McKenna-'78 Frisbee Mem.:
., Larry GOetschius '78 MGH

WEDNESDAY APRIL 18 7 :30 pm
ELLIOTT ALUMNI CNTR.
__)

EVERYONE WELCOME!

•

refreshments served
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Cable TV

· PAGE SEVEN

answers

CBALE TV
continued from page 3

see more of our activities andd
information."
Conraurer said that according
to Richard Stevens, Vice
President for Student Affairs, the
University will wait for more
detailed information
before
making a decision on purchasing ·
CaWeTV.

--+--4~

·*******************************~

!*
**
;*
**

SENIOR WOMEN
Are You Thinking About
Future Plans & Saying to Yourself:

;*

**
;*
**

; I'm too busy now , 1:ll worry about iflater ... ;
*I'll just find any summer job and go ~fter ;
; what I really want in the fall...
*.
; There aren't any jobs in my field anyway, ;
*so why bother to look...
,;
; I don't want to choose between a career
*
; and a relationship.. .
.
;
*·I just don't know where to begin...
*

* *Corne & share some thoughts&. concerns with us./ *~
*
You might discover some alternatives you
;
;
hadn't imagined.
*
;
When: Tuesday, April 17 6::30 pm
~
*
Where: Devine Hall Lounge
*
** Sponsored by:
*
. Career Planning & Placement & Res. Life *
* ', More info. contact: Barbara Babkirk (862-2010) ;
;
· · Stevie Keating (862-1875)
*
;

P**.**********~*****************~\-

STVN Presents

RENTING
APARTMENTS

ANNE WILSON-SCHAEF

Director of the Women's Institute
of Alternative'Psychotherapy

Stoke "Big screen TV Room
April 19, 1979

Therapist
Author

8-9:30
An info~mative presentation concerning
various aspects of Off~Campus . Housing. It
was -taped 'live at the MUB in February ~nd
features area realtors and the student lawyers

SPONSQRED by DRAC &
COMMUTER COUNCIL

Lecturer
Will speak on:
"Communications between Men arid Women"

Wednesday, April 18, at 8 p.m.
the Strafford Room at the MUB

Admission Free
all Welcome

Sponsored by the
Counseling & Tes ting
Dean of Students
Residential Life Offices

PAGE EIGHT
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School of Health Studies

10th Anniversary

. HEALTH FAIR

TUESDAY APRIL 17 Memorial Union (MlJB)
Film & Lecture Series - room 308
<lecture) 10:00 "Battered Wives" Murray Strauss
.
,
<lecture) 11 :00 "Family Violence" Betts Davfs
(discussion) 12:30 ''Birth Control'' Human SexuaJ1tycenter Hood House
(film) 2:15 "Child Abuse" Linda Router
(lecture) 3:00 "Family Violence" Jan Schaefer
(film) 4:00 "Birthing" Maryln Harrison
(film) 6:00 "Child Birth" PatJulin
7:00 "Child Birth" Pat Julin
8:00 "Child Birth" Pat Julin

Demonstrations, film & booths continuous all day

wrong, it'll tell you.

Blood typing- UNH rned tech 's
CPR - Red Cross
Visual testing- Hood House
Breathalizer Demonstration
Breast Self Exa111
Diabetes blood tests
Blood Pr.essure Scree11i11g
Info on Heart Disease, V.D., lmrmmizations
& rnucl1 more

Demonstrations -Hillsborough Sullivan Room rm. 315-316
1-1:45Aerobic Dancing Inc Nancy Chapman
2-2: 30 Exercise Demonstration Donna Hayward
4: 30-6 J .D. Noble Disco Dance Revue Ed De Valle
7: 00 ~elly Dance Demonstration Mary Degan

American Heart Association
American Cancer Society
American Diabetes Assoc.
American Red Cross

If something's goingf

Rms. 305-306-307

Wom~ns CeRter
Counseling & testing
U.S. Food & Drug Administration
Weight Watchers

Lung Association
La Leche League
Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Blue Cross/Blue Shield

**
*
**
***
:

~~~~~~~~.:__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-;-----.*

**

:*
.
.
* '
'**************************************************~********~~
4

1. Change in bowel or
bladder habits.
2. A sore that does not
heal.
3. Unusual bleeding or
· / discharge.
4. Thickening or lump in
breast or elsewhere.
5.. Indigestion or difficulty
in swallowing.
6. Obvious change in wart
or mole.
7. Nagging cough or
. hoarseness. ,
.

If-you have a warning signal, see your doctor. If it's .
a false alarm, he'll tell
you. If it isn't, you can give
him time to help. Don't be
afraid. It's what you don't
know that can hurt you.~

American
Cancer Society.

®

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBL1St1ER

/

Sigma Nu Fraternity Lecture Series presents:

MAY 1979
DEGREE CANDIDATES

LEGALIZED GAMBLING IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Past - Present - Future

Panelists include:

· The Registrar's Office is currently
displaying a list of all May
degree candidates. This list is
located on the bulletin board
in the basement of Thompson Hall.

The Honorable Kathleen Ward
- Chairman, Reg'ulated Revenues Committee
N.H. House of Re~resentatives
James M. Kennedy
- Exec. Director, N .H. Sweepstakes
Paul Hatch
-Exe_c. Director, N.H. G_reyhound Racing
Timothy J. Connors
--chairman, N.H. Racing Commission

If your name-is· NOT on the list
.
and you wish to graduate in May,
please be sUre to pick up an '
intent-to-graduate card in Room 8-A,
Thompson Hall. THE LAST DAY TO
· FILE for graduation is APRIL 20th.

Guest Panelist
Beatrice G. Kowalski
- Chairman, Connecticut Committion on Special Revenue

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITE-D· TO
ATTEND THIS INTERESTING AND
TIMELY FORUM
FREE ADMISSION

'
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UNH drug ·culture: Smlill but floUriShillg
DRUGS
continueq from page 1

$2,000 fine and three and a half to seven years in prison.
Penalities for narcotics are even more severe.
Possession is a Class B felony, and sale is a Class A felonyStill, said one user, "People who don't think rationally
carrying up to a 15-year jail term.
_
_
about drugs end up using , the most dangerous one-Though penalties as severe as those are rarely meted
alcohol."
om:, one result is to convince many high school dealers 'to
Statistics from the Dean of Students Office back that
quit dealing when they become 18 and are no longer
statement up. Of the approximately 100 cases to ~me
juveniles.
before the University judicial board this year, only four
Those dealers who stay in business, ho\\'iever, reap
involved drugs--while, said Associate Dean of Students
tremendous profits. One cocaine dealer said he has turned
Bob Gallo, "the vast majority were alcohol related."
over $100,000 worth of coke this year--at a 10 percent One reason for the low number of drug cases according
profit.
to Area III Coordinator Stephanie Keating, is that most
That dealer said some dealers increase their profits by
drug users in dorms "are smart enough not to make the ,
stepping on cocaine--which they buy at $2,000 per ounce-staff aware of it.''
with sugar or even Borax.
"We don't seek it out," she said, "but if we're aware of it
And, he said, "A lot of the cocaine around isn't even
.
we'll confront them with it."
cocaine--it's procaine, a dentist's drug like novac;iine."
Of those four drug cases this year, three involved
One of the few reliably pure drugs is amyl or butyl
marijuana and the fourth a tab of acid. All ended in
<nicknamed "brutal") nitrate. A legal drug made popular
suspended penalities.
by the San Francisco homosexual community, it sells in
As in the dorms, UNH Police also do not actively pursue
liquid form at Boston headshops for $3 per ounce.
drug users. Wood said that only about 12 studgnts a year
''You just take a little whiff,'' one,user said, "and it feels
are arrested on marijuana charges--and even fewer on
like you just got hit on the head by the World Trade
other drugs.
Tower."
"Most of the arrests are what I call blunder arrests,"
The minute-long buzz is caused by ". sudden rush . of
Woods said. "Someone will light up right in front of us, or
blood" according to Hood House Director Dr. Peter Patwe'll arrest them for drunk and disorderly, pat 'em down,
terson. Although no clear dangers are known, he said,
and they've got a bag on them. .
"anything in excess is probably dangerous:"
"We are not undercover agents,''. he said._"But if I see
Another popular drug when available is peyote buttons,
something I'm going to enforce the law."
selling for just under $1 per button. To avoid the stomach
Few dealers or harder drug users are arrested, Wood
cramps the drug can bring, users mix it in milk shakes or
said, "because they're more careful."
.
drink orange juice. The result, one user said, is "a real
The people who do operate undercover--members of the
utopia."
,
poiice Narcotics inves"tigation Unit--say they are
The search for that utopia, Patterson said, seems to be
..... cu.c u1a1. uru~:s are usea on campus.
"I'm sure grass is being used, extensively and by a lot of far less prevalent than in the late 1960's and early 70's.
"We see some problems with drugs," he said, "but not
people," said unit head Lt. Don Bazin. "Cocaine is the
like we used to.''
next most prevalent, and I'm sure there is PCP, acid,
The most dangerous drug next to alcohol, Patterson
barbiturates ... when you're in a climate such as a college, ·
with people from all different communities, you're going said, is PCP. "Others are dangerous in habituation, overdose, or mixed with alcohol," he said. "But PCP will drive
to have a lot of drugs.''
Bazin said the drug use "is a problem because it's you wild, with violent rage 'reactions. H works on the cenagainst the law," but declined to comment on the unit's tral nervous system."
Most of the drug related cases at Hood House--Patterson
activities in the area.
'
Although marijuana cases brought before Durham said he has seen only three or four since October--come
District Court usually end in a $50 to $100 fine and a year from students who have mixed drugs, especially valium,
suspended sentence, state laws allow for far more severe with alcohol.
Patterson said Darvon, another pain-killer, is "parpenalities.
.
Possession of less than a ·pound of marijuana, the laws ticularly dangerous. One Darvon on top of a load of
alcohol can cause a cardiac arrest." That combination, he
say, is punishable ~Y u_p to a _year in jail and a $1,000 fine.
Second offense on a pot charge, possession of more than a said, caused about 15,000 deaths in the country last year. /
Lt. Wood also said drug abuse at UNH is slight. "You
pound, or sale of marijuana is a Class B felony with a
,,...

state

/

measure a drug problem by cause and effect,'' he said.
"You see how many overdoses you have, how many
people jumping out of windows or in front of -cars. _Th~r~'§
not a lot of that around here."
Gallo said he has had no students with drug problems
come to his office, and Counseling and Testing Center
Director Thomas DuBois said the majority of his patients
have no drug problems, other than alcohol.
Still, DuBois said, "some drugs are used as an escape,
an avoidance of dealing with certain personal issues. And
coming to the Center is the opposite of avoidance."
The lack of any blatant drug problems among users
cause many to question the illegality of the drugs they use.
"I think I have a right as a con~umer to buy what I want,"
said one user, adding that the lack of government control
may be the cause of unclean drugs.
Another dealer concurred, and said he expects drug use
to increase and laws to lessen in the future. "We're going
to run out of oil, and people won~t be able to get around as
rpuch," he said. "So they'll stay home and get high."
Wood said that he, too, is not entirely comfortable with
drug laws. ''On one hand people say as long as it's illegal,
I'm not going to do it. Ana I'm stuck in the middfe, every
day."
·

~ay

hello

•
to your sweetie
..
•
Ill

.Th·e.New
H(J,rupshire 's
class ads

IMPORTANT ROOM/DRAW
NOTICE
/

Room selection dates have been changed
as follows:

IN HALL SIGN-UP

May 1 Tuesday
April 30 Monday

ETWEEN HALL SIGN-UP May 3 Thursday
All Policies and Procedures are still in effecf
Consult your Hall Director, or Resident
Assistant if you Have Any Questions

-

(

~
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WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIANS, INC.
Designing Prescription Glasses
for ov·e r 65 Years
&Broadway

Dover. N.H.

8:30-5
Closed Wed.

T.elephone:
742-1744

( .. tN-wOMENf
STUDENTS/TEACHERS

New time, room,
schedule -printed
A new time and room schedule booklet and other information
needed to pre-register on April 16th is available in the registrar's
office in Thompson HalL
The booklet has replaced the newspaper that used to supply information to students about time and room schedules.
Kathleen 'Bolduc, assistant registrar, said "The booklet is in the
same format as the newspaper, is easier to handle and has· better
print quality.
"The major difference is that the booklet contains national advertisements," said Bolduc.
Bolduc said she wasn't sure how the students would react to the
advertisements bg_t the registrar's office has "reserved the right
not to accept any advertisements that might be offensive" such
as liquor, cigarette and sexist ads:'- ·
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Giving
blood
•
1seasy.

'

Ne~c!ing

1t1s _

hard.

re.
ntmg
on
you.

. ,

Earn $500.00 in 5
DAVS CAMPING WHERE-

Today is
the fimt day
of the rest
of your life.

EVER YOU WISH THIS SUMMER

Give_

GUARANTEED!!!

·
blood,
so it can

Let us tell you how.
For Free Details
Send Name and Address:

be the
, fimtday
of somebody
else's, too"

CAMPING-H
Graf-MOR PUBLISHING
P.O. BOX 327
N. Billerica, MA. 01862

~

+The

Red Cross.

Good Neighbor.

M.U.S.O. presents ...... .

Spring's Here
for the guys :
Tennis Shorts $11.50
Gym Shorts (Terry too!) from $3.99
Sweatshirts and Sweatpants from $8.00
Western Plaid Shirts from $14.00
Men's Sport Shirts (including terry) from $9.00
Plenty of Levi Jeans & Cords at $13.50

for the gals :

Satin·Gym Shorts '$6~50
Spring Blouses $12.00
Raintiow of Tanktops
T-Shirts and Tube Tops
Fun Sun Dresses $12.00
Fitii Selection of DANSKIN
Swimwear, Sportswear, & Eveningwear

JERRY RUBIN
in Lecture
"A positive program by a once con·
troversial figure who has now been
tempered by reality. Jerry Rubin
delivers a grand retrospective view
of the 60's, an insightful summation
of the 70's, and a perceptive glance
towards the 80's. This is a fine lecture
presentation for anyone concerned
with the contemporary American
scene."

Tuesday, April"24th, 8 p.m.
Granite State Room, MUB
Students $1.00 Non-Students $3.00
Tickets on sale now at the MUB Ticket Office

for the feet:
Bass Sandals; many styles
Docksiders by Sebago
Olaf Daughters Clogs
for Men and Women
Fashionable.Women>s ~lide Sandals

ALLAT

BODY& SOLE
42 Main St. Durham

An early organizer of the student
. anti-Vietnam war movement , cofounder of -the Youth International
Party (yippie), author of the bestselling book Do It!, and a member of
the Chicago Seven accused of starting riots during the 1968 Democratic
Convention, JERRY RUBIN, one of
the leading political-cultural activists
of the 1960's, was a household
word-loved by the kids, feared by
the parents.

Jerry has continued to be a creative source for the 1970's. His book
Growing (Up) At 37 and his forthcom.ing book on male sexuality
reflects, this decade's emphasis on
personal self-growth, honesty, health
and vulnerability. _
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Poli sci ,internship answers student needs
By Pam Dey
The Political Science Depart- .
ment is answering student pleas
for more legal internships, according to Associate Professor of
political science Susan White
Last fall the department
decided to add a four credit
student lawyer internship, in
response to requests from
students. White was instrumental
in organizing the program.
It is · classified as a 600 level
political science course and is
opentoallstudents.Thereare
tour avauame slots ana stuaems
must apply for the position.
There are no prerequisites for
the program but Crime and
Justice is recommended, according to White. "We're taking the
programstepbystep, " shesaid.
The student lawyers assist
Barrett and McNeil in planning
student appointments researching legal questions and ad-

vi~::ys!~::~t~::~~~~~:~~:r:.

handled by us ."
Student lawyers sit in on
student
appointments
with
Barrett and McNeil. "It's not
very often that they don't sit in on
appointment&," said · McNeil.
Hirshik said he had been asked to
leave only once due to confidentiality of the case.
"Students say the department
hasn't been supportive of internshios in.the oast," White said.

Peterson said, "Students feel
more comfortable having us sit in
on appointments."
It is advantageous to · students
in that "students are a lot more
ready to come in to the office
when theres another student
there and not just an attorney.
Even if lawyers aren't there
students can talk to us and maybe
they have a problem we can
solve,'; said Peters,.on.

DEPARTMENT of the ARTICh'
~·
1

ANNOUNCES

PRE-REGISTRATION
for

FALL SEMESTER
THURS. APRIL 19

1

.

weekintheirMUBoffice.Barrett
and McNeil · handle all student ,
appointments at the MUB.Each
intern averages four to five hours
a week with the lawyers

The student -lawyers have
White's goal is to make the ineased the ~ase load .of Barrett ternship more systemized next
and McNeil. "Students coming in , semester. "It has been too
need this program. It was get- haphazard this year, "she said.
ting backed up when the office - White plans to add a weekly
was downtown. It's not as backed seminar for interns next year. "It
up now,'' said Peterson.
will be a formal instructional
McNeil said the student time with the lawyers involved
lawyers have been helpful. only part of the time. We'd like to
"We're very happy with the in- bring in people from the outside,"
terns, "be said.
she explained.
'
~~
.. ~ ~ ~ ~

t Teachi·ngJobs
t
t
t
t EDUCATION
JOB FAIR
-

Colby-Sawyer College Nathaniel Hawthorne College
Daniel Webster College New England College
Franklin Pierce College New Hampshire College
Keene State College Nofre Dame College
Plymouth State College
Rivier·College
St. Anselm's College
University of New Hampshire

ART MAJORS: 8:30 ci.m.-4:00 p.m.
R
A 201 PCAC (At D t Off )
oom
r ep ·
ice
You must bring your signed
preregistration form.
NON ART. MAJORS: 7:00-9.:00 p.m~
·
Carroll:Belknap Room, MUB
Stu d en tscan on Iy reg1s
· ter 'f or
one person.

t

Please direct any question to the Art Department
A 201, PCAC, Te. 862-2190

''

w
.

ed., April.25, 1979

.

.

10 00 A M t 4 00 p M
:
• • o .
• •

RAMADA INN ,

1"'12 North Main Street, Concord, New Hampshire

INTERVIEWS BY APPOTNT!)YIENT ONLY

To Schedule lnterv1·ews, You Should:
. a.) Obtain an Education Job Fair bulletin from your plac~ment

t

t
t
t
t
t
t

C
·1 Pl
t Off
Sponsored by the: College ounc1 acemen
ice
New Hampshire Collge ~nd University Council

t
t
t

,

NOTE It·
t
t ·
f A t H" t
: IS no necessary O Sign up or / r IS Ory
courses with the Art Department.
··

.

t
t
t

Come'tothe

'
'

They aid students in understanding leases and help them
with co-tenant, roommate and
security deoosit nroblems.
"Sometimes the problems are
common sense things," said
student lawyer Ellen Peterson.
student Lawyer Larry Hirshik
explained
"We tellbut
students
we
are
not lawyers
tell them
what we've observed in similar
cases. Most times we advise
them as the lawyers would.''
The interns don't deal with-all
the iquestions because there are
aspects of criminal law that
require two to three years of leQal
t training to handle, according to
iv1cNeu.
/

1

office or from the C.C.P.O. at (603) 669-3432.

b.) You may schedule up to five (5) interviews by calling the
c.c.P.O. at(603) 669-3432 on April 18, 19, 20 only.

For .a complete listing of School Representatives
attending and their expected needs, see your
Campus Placement Office or call (603) 669-3432.

~~~~d'~~~~~~~JI~~~~~~~~~~~=~
· ~~~~~~~~====~~~~~
like
releasing records can't be

· !
~~~~

: :.: :•. )( :-.~:
:·~

A Journal of Contemporary Communication

THIS YEAR'S 'ISSUE
IS

HERE

Look f ot it in
theMUB

Ham. Smith
··Library and
PCAC
I
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Demand our money's worth
"We sincerely regret the increased cost you will
have to bear."
That's what UNH President Eugene Mills told
University students in a letter dated last week.
.It was not a fun letter to get.
It's nothing new. Tuition at UNH goes up every
year, more or less. It's already one of the highest
tabs for an education at a state university. And
there's no end in sight.
Students at UNH, like it or not, are going to
have to pay more than their fair share of the costs .
of running UNH. The state is broke, and the
money's got to come from somewhere:It will do us littte good to gripe about rising
tuition. Students are the only source of money
around.
So we pay.
What we should look at is not only how muc·h
more we have to pay each year, but what we're
getting for o~r money. And that tally, it seems,
comes up pitifully short. Take a look:
--Dean of Students. We haven't got one, and
may never again .. Vice President for Student Affairs Richard Stevens never filled the position
when it opened up last year; alil.d it appears he'll
leave it open permanently. ~

1ette

--An experienced and reliable administration.
We haven't got one of those either. Our 'new-vice
president for academic: ·affairs, 38-year-old Gordon Haaland, is holding his first major administrative post. The search is on for a new Dean
of Life Science and Agriculture. And for a new
director of residential life. And for a new University president. And the Dean of Liberal Arts has
been swamped in controversy all year.
-~A
level-headed,
professionally
minded
faculty. Not in liberal arts, anvway, where they've
going at it like blazes over squabbles in the
Political Science Department.
--Expanding
and
progressive
academic
programs. Nope. Programs have been shrinkingat
best, faced with budget cuts and short supplies as
they try to make ends meet. And more graduate
students than ever are teaching courses.
--A strong and influential voice in student affairs. Not that, either--for student affairs remains
in the palm of Stevens, who gives--and takes
away-at little more than a whim.
No, it seems that students are getting less than
ever at UNH--and paying more for it every year.
Mills, in his letter, said he doesn't know how
much tuition will rise next year.

Mills doesn't want to make students pay more,
but he has no choice.
What he does have power over, however, is
what we get for our money.
Students' concerns, up to now, · have gotten low
priority at UNH. We're still not given equal rights
in parking. We still have virtually no say over
academics--though we pay the salaries of
professors who seem to spend half their time
yelling at one another.
Student concerns get paid plenty of lip service at
UNH. But when it comes to real power, students
have little or no say.
It's okay to make us pay for the costs that state
is unable to beat--but only if we get our money's
worth in return.
Before we pay another tuition hike, we must
call on the University administration and faculty
to realize just who is footing the bill.
We need increased representation on the
Academic Senate and the University's standing
committees. We need guarantees of say over the
issues that affect us--like rules in dorms and in the
parking lots, in the MUB and over student funds.
Nobody likes to pay more every year. But we've
got to.
·
So we may as wel~ demand our ~oney' s worth.

rs-----g-r-ad_i_n_g_w_h_i_c_h_s_h-ow_s_o_n_ly-th_e_r_e_la-t-iv-e opportunity to balance its supphes
,,..grades of the students, not what the
before you leave us for the summer. ,
students have- actually learned or
It will be special, too, because it will
could have, learned had they not been give us an opportunity to give thanks "
to many people who have been our
working .
We sincerely regret the loss in
friends . It will be a giving of thanks to
educational opportunity that must ac- Eugene S. Mills for caring! It will also
be a giving of thanks to the many
company an increase in costs . I do
want to assure you, however, that we dedicated volunteers and donors who,
will make every effort to minimize so far this Academic Year, have
these 1losses, while at the same time donated long hours and 3811 pints of
blood.
·
working off the added expense.
To the Editor:
Finally, it will be a giving of thanks
With best wishes . -..
All of us are increasingly aware of
to you seniors who have contributed so
the effects of inflation on our budgets,
Richard L. Coupland much for so many during your stay
and the UNH student is no exception.
Student here! You will be missed!
Sharp increases in educational costs
I know that all you very special
have compelled many students to
people will come together once more
review their schedules and allot more
in the spirit of sharing and make the
hours to extracurricular work to offset
spring sun shine again for someone.
these costs,
You will give true meaning to this
Although the, Chairman o( the
season of beauty and renewed life!
Finance and Budget committee of the
I
· Board of Trustees has indicated that
there may be a tuition increase for the
Durham Red Cross tl1ig~ri1~t,~~,~~~1
1979-80 year, it is not possible at this
time to assess the number of bright To the Editor:
and dedicated students who can
Our final blood drive is now in the .
manage only mediocre grades second day and will continue through
because of time lost to ~lf support.
Thursday, April 19, 10 am to 3 pm at
Unfortunsitely effects such as these theMUB .
are not reflected by the overall grades
This drive is a very special one in
at the University of New Hampshire many ways, it is special becuase it To the Editor :
due to the popular "bell curve" gives our Red Cross Blood Services an _ In resoonse to a warning given bv
1

.. ·
T ,u1t1on

David Ross concerning Christain
fruitful labor for me ; and I do not
organizations on campus: I have also
know which to choose. But I am hard
been involved in a Bible study with a
pressed from both dire~tions, having
member of the Navigators for eight
the r!esire to depart and be with Christ,
months now. I have found the exfor that is very much better; yet to ,
perience to be very rewarding. Upon - remain on in the flesh is more necesthe suggestion of a Navigator member
sary for your sake" <Phil. 1:21-24,
I read the New Testiment this fall . I ..... NASVJ.
would like to emphasize that this was
The other misconception, not actualmy own decision, and that the
ly stated but strongly implied, ~s that
Navigator member merely suggested
what you experienced is representaI read it. The Bible Studies one hour a
tive of all Christian groups and their
week were a great opportunity to
members. You may be interested to
discuss different interpretations of
know that I was accosted by Navs on
material that were unclear or difficult.
two separate occasions la~t SeptemReligion is a very sensi-tive subject, ·ber. Since I had just' enrolled at UNH, I
and the mere suggestion of reading the
knew very few people and generally
Bible or saying a prayer can make a
ate in the dining halls alone. Twice I
_person feel pressured, but I, myself
was befriended by a Nav who had seen ;..
feel pressured when someone knocks
me ·eating by myself. Both times they
on my door selling raffle tickets or
engaged me,in introductory conversapastry. I am very happy to say that
tion and then asked me questions
during the past eight months I have
about my religious beliefs, not
not developed a likeness for jungles,
knowing that I was a Christian. They
nor do I desire to attend a cyanide · impressed me as being forthright
punch party.
(since I'm somewhat reserved by
When a Navigator or my next door
nature and don't make friends quickneighbor suggests something, I listen
ly l, but certainly, not out to pressure
and · then decide for myself. If you
mejnto attending their meetings. As a·
meet a Navigator, Crusader, or Intermatter of fact, I didn't, deciding to
varsity person, please extend the courcontinue the affiliation with Intertesy of listening and then make a perVarsity Christian Fellowship which I
sonal evaluation.
had begw in my undergraduate days . In conclusion, I m;ge ·you not to let
Steve Pallaria
your experiences color the whole body
222 Hunter Hall
of active Christian students in your
.1a~mnA.1en
eyes in the hue d_e picted in your letter,
Editor-in-Chief
but to n,:iaintain an open mind about
Managing Editor
Catherine Tully
To the Edi tor :
the groups, the Bible studies, and the
Business Manager
Cheryl Portaluppi
An open letter to David G. Ross:
individuals . If you inquire further I'm
News Edit9rs
Dana.Jennings
I ha ve never met you, and my only
sure you will discover that they comBarbara Polichetti
knowledge of the incidents you menprise a richly varied community pos- _
Sports Editor
Tom Lynch
tioned comes from your letter. Howsessing a common faith in Jesus Christ
Arts Editor
Lauren Dill
ever, I am writing to point out what I
as their Lord and Savior and a comPhoto Editors
Robert Bauer
believe to be two misconceptions on , mon desire to glorify the name of God
Jan Brubacher
your part which have caused you· tQ
in their lives.
Advertising Manager
Kevin Lynds
have a disjointed perspective of the
Martin Jewett
· Christian student groups at UNH.
Babceck 231
The most important misconception
Jonathan Blake
Productims Associate Michael Kelly
- is that the Navigators' reaction to the
Tom Leone
Jerry Naples
death of Paul Barlow was one of envy.
J\dverttiing Associates Jim Carle
George Newton
I'm not a member of the Navigators
Gordon Colby
Barbar.a Walsh
and don't have din~<;t knowledge of
Circulation Manager Mike Deutsch
their reaction. However, I know that
Bridget Carr
their statement you quoted, that Paul
Elly Campagna
Staff Typists
Dianne Boutwell
Barlow is now "with God and in a betJeanette Engle
ter state than we are," comes directly
Sue Brown
Donna Funteral
from
the Apostle Paul's letter to the To the Edito.r :
Typists
Lori Batcheller
Nancy Gaskell
.Jane 'Clark
Philippians: "For to me, to live is " There's another reason we should
George Heckler
Caren Feldstein
Christ. and to die is gain . But if I am to keep the drinking age 18--money ! ! !
Claudia Nesmith
Karen Lindsay
Think
of all
those
yummy
live on in the flesh this will mean
Sharon Pigula

Blood . drive

Bible study
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Miclf:ael Kelly .

Revenge on the Stepford Students
I don't care about the Stepford Wives, apd ·I don't
mind Stepford Girlfriends, but Ste-pford Students
are beginning to get me down.
StepforJ Students live in the library. They
study when they are awake, and when they sleep,

more than was good for me. I studied not at all. I
lived as a rake and a heel, and only went to classes
for an occasional nap.
.
But I was happy.

they dream of ma th and physics.

Now, in my la<;t yPar. _a fpp]ine th.::tt h.::t~ been
growing for years has caught ~Pwith me. I c;an no
1uuger stand the comparision with the Stepford
Students. Something has to be done. Seeing those ·
book-toting, career aspiring pr_e cursers of the real
world shatters my peace of mind.
Others, I know, feel the same. Most of us are
bums.
It is not healthy for us to daily accost budding
members of the best and the brightest. ~It reminds;
us of too many things we would be far better off
forgetting: papers due last St. Swithain's Day,
exams not taken, and promises long neglected.
We-- the ne'er do wells, the degenerates, the
procrastinators and weekend derelicts-- must act.
And we can. We are in the majority. We live in
a democracy, and in a democracy, the majority
rules. Let us' organize and put the Stepford Students· in their place at last.
Their place is in the library. They belong ~here,
and they are happy there. They love the library.
The oppressive heat, the cramped cubicles, and

They have no vices they would be ash~med to
see published on the front page of the New York
Times. They neither drink nor smoke. On Monday mornings they do ·not feel as if their heads are
filled with moth balls and old Clothes.
Stepford Students -walk down the streets with
an easy confident gait, their broad shoulders
bearing easily the_ weight of books and respon~
sibilitie_s. They are unencumbered by · thoughts of
creditors, irate professors, grieved parents and
girlfriends who might o_r might not be pregnant.
They do not know the meaning of the word
hangover.
_
They are making my life miserable; Wfien I see
them-- and I see them everywhere-- I am filled
wirh a sense of loss and guilt. My life is a shambles;
it has been for years, but until recently I did not
care.
I was happ_y1. I was, my friends all tell me, a
sick, twisted puppy, but I was happy. I drank

-

Massachusetts dollars that will come
pouring across the border once the
dfinking age in ol' Taxachussetts goes
up to 20. Money+~ Money to do all sorts
of things--like pay for our roads or pay
the expenses of UNH ! So whether you
are 18 or 118 get out there and stop,
stop, stop that that bill!
P.S. I propose if this ;igp hill n;:i.;;.;;p.;;
we change the license plate motto
from "live free or die" to ;,we do what
Massachuset1s tells us!''
Bruce Snowdon <age 33)
DCE student

Derringer
To the Edi tor:
To those of vou who don't already
know, "Derringer" will be appearing
in the Granite State Room this Friday,
April 20. This hard driving rock and
roll band features the lead guitar work
of- Rick Derringer. Much of Rick
Derringer's fame has come with his
associati~ith the Winter brothers,
Johnny and Edgar. Rick Derringer's
explosive guitar work on Johnny Winter's "Live" album helped land Winter
his first Gold album.
Derringer has complemented his
guitar playing with record producing.
He has produced some of the Winters'
most popular albums. In 1975 Rick
formed his own band "Derringer".
Rowdy hits such as "H.ock and Roll
Hoochie Coo" have been the band's
forte. It isn't often you'll get to see
such an act in the Granite State Room,
-so for an evening of high powered rock
and roll join us for "Derringer."
Steve Norman
SCOPE

current Student Government-- Stepford Students
to a one-- and elect members truly representative
of the people. And with the frightening power of ·
our collecitve hoarse and nicotine-raspy voices,
we can sway th~administration.
We can turn this University around. Stepford
Students witl be relegated to the library during its
working hours. What little sleep they desire will
take place in-specialy designed dormitories. _They
will eat in private cafeterias. They will not be
allowed to walk on Main Street on sunny days
when right thinking citizens are drinking beer and
working on sun tans.
If they step out- of line, they will be tried by a
tribunal composed only of students who are in
I their sixth or seventh year of college. I shudder to
think ot the sentences handed down.
Only when such a system is inaugurated can
we, the many and the not-so-proud, shamble
down the street with our heads held low, comfortable in the knowledge ~hat, at last, we live in the
best of all possible worlds.
Brothers and sisters, let us arise, and -toast the
new dawn.
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Deighton's ·SS-GB:
~onvincing fiction
with the powers- that be - the
Nazis and their puppets.
Donald Steele coaches Helen Trembay as she concentrates on "Sonata for Two" by Mozart.
Archer's main protection
<Bob Bauer photo)
London, 1941: Winston Churchchill has been executed by the against assassination by the unGerman occupiers, and the King derground is his reputation as the
is a prisoner in the Tower of Lon- dashing "Archer of the Yard" of
don. The shops in Curzon Street the Sunday papers, a diligent cop
bear the sign "Jewish Under- who always gets his man. But
taking," which keep away all but still, his young son is harassed by
the last decade! ''
are things I'd like to play.''
the bravest customers. Large his schoolmates for having a
"It's easy to become insulated
Steele's enthusiam for the
By Stephanit; Casenza
sections of the city have been laid father who works with the
Anyone in the Music Depart- from one's field," Steele explains. young people he works with and
waste in the fighting that ~~Huns'"'..
Steele is comfortable with all encounters daily is abundant.
ment will tell you that Donald
Archer gets along well enough Steele, professor of Piano, is facets of music and has con- "They have faith in the future,
preceded the surrender.
This is, of course, fiction. And with his articulate SS superior something of a legend in the sistently taught classes in 'Piano, despite the temporary disapnot really a new scenario at that. Kellerman; they share cigars department. Steele, an accom- music literatur~~nd music pointments they so often encounBut Len Deighton's SS-GB is by and wine, both scarce in wartime plished concert pianist and UNtJ history. He also holds a Masters ter today."
far the best adaptation of the London. But soon Kellerman's faculty member since 1946, plans in Liberal Arts. "A person going
He is particularly optimistic
milieu. Because Deighton has so authority is usurped by a Berlin- to retire at the end of this through life needs a good, broad
about the music students at UNH.
successfully and convincingly er named Huth, Archer finds semester.
·
education," said Steele.
"We're turning out a corps of
portrayed this "what-if" night- himself investigati"ng the gunshot
During sabbaticals, Steele talented, starry-eyed young
His voice is low but vibrant and
mare, his book is a runaway best- murder of a man who was his eyes are bright as he speaks works to .regain what he may musicians who are very sociable.
good-willed, and talented, he says
seller in England. But like already dying of something new of his long career in music and have lost in his playing.
Graham Greene's The Human and strange called radiation teaching.
He studied for three months proudly.
Factor, Deighton has written a sickness. The · resista.nce apThe job market problems for
Always active in departmental with international pianist Lili
proaches Archer to help them and university affairs, Steele Krauss while on his first sab- musicia_ns, especailly piano
melodrama with a touch of class.
This is not simply a disaster break the King out of the Tower. said, "I'm at the point where I batical.
students, deeply concerns Steele.
novel. Deighton runs a mystery, Huth may be willing to help to need to go at. my own pace and
"Those three months," Steele "Bein__g musical is a special _gift,"
one of his typically ·complex in- discredit the army and consoli- not the pace the department reminisces, "were one of the says Steele. "It's a shame that
triguei, through the dank, gloom- date SS strength in Ev.gland <SS- demands." He smiles and says most enjoyable periods of my there are not more opportunities
ridden streets of occupied Lon- GB). There is a beautiful energetically, "I like to keep life. Miss Krauss is a very in- to use that gift. However, I tell
don. Like his earlier successes, American journalist. ..
up!"
tuitive and cultured musician -- my students that music will
It is the little touches that make
The Ipcress File and Funeral
always be a consolation to them."
And keep up he does. A an ariis't of great magnitude."
in Berlin, there are witty social SS-GB so convincing. When Arch- graduate of the New England
Although Steele's teaching exHis last sabbatical was spent
insights and dry dialogue inter- er makes a typically English Conservatory of Music, Steele giving recitals, one in Vienna and pertis~ will be sorely missed in the
woven with the strands of double- rhyme, General Kellerman says, has sought throughout the years two on_the West Coast, and per- department, many feel that his
cross. The manners of dealing "You will have your little joke, to keep himself atuned to current forming with the Portland Sym- very presence will be missed
with invaders, collaborators, and Superintendent/' as if English professional standards in the phony Orchestra.
- most. Students often find him to
the resistance are as tangled as humor doesn't count for much music field.
A native New Englander, he have a kind of father image
the plot - and startlingly believ- now. The surrender document
He has played with several has never really considered because of his genuine concern
able.
that is the book's frontespiece is professional companies including living or teaching anywhere else. and personal attention.
Detective Superintendent perfect. The false limb repair the Boston Pops <six times). He "I do like to travel," he says,
"I may have spoiled my
Douglas Archer of Scotland Yard center at a detention camp near regularly attends the Boston "but my roots are here. I love ,. students with the amount of peris Deighton's protagonist, a sar- London makes the reader shud- Symphony, gives recitals, travels New England."
sonal attention I've given them,"
castic, cynical, intelligent cop der, just like the line ''Oh - is to Europe to study, and is. church
Steele has witnessed many Steele says, "but in the music
reminiscent of the spy in Churchill dead, then'?' '.
organist for St. Thomas 's cultural changes at UNH over the field students need extra enThe climax, involving the first Episcopal Church in Dover.
Deighton's earlier novels that
last thirty-three years. "Ex- couragement.''
Michael Caine played so well in atomic weapons and the King, is
posure from the advancements in
Before a recital, he still visits
Music chairman Paul Verrette,
the movies. Archer's mission in a bit incredible. But the rest of his former professor, Beveridge radio, stereo, and television have a former student of Steele's,
life, it seems, is to catch murder- the illusion is so convincing, one Webster, at Juilliard for" ... some helped the whole cultural world found it difficult to adequately
opens a history book expecting to constructive criticism ... ''
ers.
become an attraction and induce- describe Steele. "He's probably
After more than thirty years of
But to do that in occupied Lon- find a picture of the Swastika flag
ment. Why, the diverstiy and the most thoughtful person I've
teacnmg and performing Steele number of activities on campus ever known," he said at last. "A
don it is necessary to collaborate flying over Buckingham Palace.
says, "Even at this point there has multiplied incredibly -- just in
STEELE, page 16

By Joel Brown

Steele believes in students

-*SAMPLER*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tuesday, April 17
Making Connections Film Series presents T_
History Book, a series of nine animated shorts on
the l1istory of western c.ivilization , from the Middle Ages to the present. In the Forum Roorn of the
library , 7 pm .

Wednesday, April 18
Ken C>rmes, a jazz quitarist at tlze Press Roo111 in
Po rtsnzou t/1
Company Creek Bluegrass at the Stone Church in
Newmarket.
Anne Wilson Schaef, a feminist psychologist and
director of the W.I.A.P.: therapist, author, and
lecturer presents: "Theories & Analysis on Co1~1-

munications between Men and Women ," in the
Granite State, Room of the MUB , 8-pm.
Junior recital with Michael Straw on the trumpet,
Carole Cutliffe on the French horn , Bratton
Recital Hall, 8 pm
STVN presents The Man Who Knew Too Much at
Hall
Hunter
. as the special feature of their usttal
......

.

Wednesday program, which includes sl10rt_ subjects
1 ne JYrnn 1s an old Hitchcock
vr1 Lumpw; 11;e.
movie starring Peter Lorre.

1

Thursday, April 19
MUSO presents the Grateful Dead film with Jerry
Garcia and Leon Gast, Strafford Room of tlze
MUB , 7 and 10 p111.

Umbra, a Portsmouth based group of artisans,
presents its "Sail Loft" series of films. East of Eden
is being featured, the Elia Kazan film based on the
novel by Steinbeck. The story centers around the
lives of twin brothers in a sharecropping environment and the woman between t./zem. One show
only at the Unitarian Universalist Church in Portsmouth. Tickets are $2 at the door. Subscriptions
for the series are available at the Press Room ,
Kearsarge Hotel , Jamie Weiss Pottery, the Little
Professor Bookstore anct :Jalamanctra· Glass , all
Portsmouth establishments.

Dan Doll and Kevin Scarponi tonight in the MUB
Pub, 8 pm.
Channel 11 has The Maltese Falcon, a Humphrey
Bogart classic, at 9 pm. Also starring Mary Astor.

/

I
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Hair is -a lighthearted film

By Dennis Cauchon
The film version of Hair is
amusing and not unpleasant to
watch, but the shallowness of the
script, poor character development, and bad casting result in a
mediocre movie.
The music in Hair is good but
not as- g_ood as the original versions. In particular,
"Aquarius/Let The Sun Shine In"
lacks the vitality the 5th Dimension gave it ten years ago.
The story centers around four
flower children, led by1he charismatic Berger (Treat Williams),
who live in New York's Central
Park. They become friends with
Claude, a young Oklahoman on

sonali ty because there is no
reason given for the shift. The flower children are not all
love and peace either. The group
conspires to have Shelia seduce
an army sergeant out of his
clothes and then steal his car,
leaving him stranded in the
Arizona desert.
There is no justification for
leaving an innocent person
stranded in the middle of the
desert without any clothes.
The problem is not that these
characters should be all good, it's
that a motivation, other than the
self interest they despise as the
establishment's reason for Vietnam War, is never given for their
malicious actions.
However, the movie does have
many positive qualities.
Annie Golden's portrayal of the
dumb and pregnant Jeannie is
sensitive and funny, but she isn't
given enough time to give Jeannie much depth.
The movie is consistently
humorous. Particularly in a
scene where Berger sings about
various sexual activities to some
his way to Vietnam, and Shelia, a &tuffy socialites who are riding
debutante from society's upper horses through Central Park.
In one of the funniest scenes, a
echelon.
Beverly D' Angelo plays Shelia board of officers reviewing
with the intensity of-a burnt out Claude before he enters the army
light bulp and John Savage (from start singing and dancing about
the Deer Hunter) is virtually the "delicious" nude bodies they
are viewing.
emotionless as Claude.
Cheryl Barnes sings a stirring
Williams has an enchanting
smile but timing problems take version of "Easy To Be Hard,"
away much of his effectiveness, but some careless directing by
most notably in an argument with Milos Forman (One Flew Over
Shelia's father.
The Cuckoo's -Nest) is distractMajor emotional changes in the mg.
The set changes as a red haired
characters occur abruptly and
without explanation. Shelia woman reappears and disapsometimes loves Berger and pears during the song ..
other times loves Claude yet it'§ · Realism in all musicals must
difficult to understan~ her per- be suspended to some extent

the book loft at town & campus
* record departillent * _

New!

PRE-RECORDED CASSETTE
(OVER 475 IN STOCK)

New!

PFANSTIEHL NEEDLES_1/i list price

New!

TOR 30 45's - $. 99 EACH

Plus great specials like---blank cassettes $6.49
3 SCOTCH 90 Highlanders

3 MEMOREX 90 MRX3

WUNH-F.M. PROGRAM GUIDE
REQUEST LINE: 862-2222
L.P. COMPLETE EVERY NIGHT AT 11:00.
Maenet. "Worlci WiclP Attr:lf'tion"

TlJESDAY ·

WEDNESDAY: RickieLeeJones, "RickieLeeJones".
Hot Tuna, "Final Vinyl".
THURSDAY:
The Atlantics, "Big City Rock".
FRIDAY:
Special Programs this week:
6-8 p.m.
TUESDAY:
8-11 p.m.
WEDNESDAY: 6-8p.m.
8-11 p.m.
THURSDAY:

6p.m.
6:05-8p.m.
8p.m.

FRIDAY:

9-11 p.m.
High Noon:

"The Chicago Symphony" ..
Jazz with Gene on the "Franceware Program". ,,..
Barry Weissman hosts "Evening Classical
Concert".
The latestJazz releases on "Expressions"
with Matt Cegelis.
"Student Body President's Report".
"Evening Classical Concert" with Ray
Matheson.
''Indeed'', the Radio Magazine. Tonight, a
report on cocaine and marijuana traffic in
southern New Hampshire.
"Oldies but Goodies" with Marshall Miller.
"Derringer Special".

Finally, the theme of Hair is
because seldom do people in real
life break into song and dance. _ essentially political since the
Hair effectively extends reality peace children were a reaction to
to the point of making the movie a the Vietnam War. The movie's
fantasy. However, a couple of in- strong political needs are skimaccurate drug portrayals detract med over in order to keep the film
from the movie.
light in tone and easily marketTwyla Tharp does a good job able. But, unfortunately, it also
with the choreography, but keeps Hair from being anything
sometimes the camera is too more than an insignificant but
close to give the best perspective pleasant piece' of light entertainof the dancing.
ment.

MUSO Presents

UNDERWATE R
PHOTOGR-APHY

WITH

FRED BAVENDAM

$4.34

3 SCOTCH 60 Highlanders
$2.99

ana daily·LP specials

OPEN MON-FRI 9-7
SAT 9-5SUN11-5
868-9661

---- - --~1 ~~~~- ~t~ d~~~~m

Monday April 23
Hillsborough-Sullivan R~.
MUB 7-:30 p.m.
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Bike path
planned

•
comics

BIKES
continued from page 2

Doonesbury
All
f(l6HT,
lJ(JANe,
IUHAT
..

by Garry. Trudea1=1

IT'S me SYMEJOLS
PR06RAM. IT'S
7He tJeAJ,? WHY GONe Ct»1Pt£TEA~ YOU SKIPlY 70 Hell.
atAY, OKAY.
NOIA/, WHAT'S

61ve5?

\

PIN(Jr \

I

I CANT Fl6U/?& IT OIJT, R/Cl<. 11.Je
60T OFP 7lJ S_UOI A MAGNIPICENT
START! 7HE CAIWl6AN, 7HE ~I
THE 7f?ee HfX/5t! BUT IATElY, IT'S
AlMOST AS IF JIM+'IYS (J)MM!TMENT
"!O 5YMli'XS IS ONLY .. ONlY..

Y0V f)()N7 /\NQ'J/
SYMBalC? f(()()J HARiJ IT IS 70
uve Wl7H THAT
KINO OF IRONY.

\

""'

he said.
Rep. Joanne Schreiber <DMadbury) is sponsoring a bill in
the state legislature that would
require the state to provide for
bikeways whenever it constructs
or reconstructs state roads.
Her bill is currently in the
House's Resource Recreation
and Development committee
which is chaired by Schreiber.
According to Buckley, high
construction costs have prevented the installation of bike paths
in the area.
She said she did not know what

by Tom K. Ryan
..

ci

.SCRliJ~L..f: ~

~RliJEJl-f:.:;

SIMl'J.-'/ ~f;CAUS~ I
fl~l-I MOffi; PASt+INfr
1-0VA\[ ·rttAN L.lSLlAL,
ntAf'5 WHY•

l'U"f 01Ht=R INVIANS PON'T
se-r "THE:IR -m:rei:s AT
A RAKISH AN6Lf!

j!
by Jeff MacN elly

Shoe

the cost of this summer's bike
path construction would be, but a
study three years ago showed
that it cost $14,000 to construct a
mile bike path.
"It would cost less just to draw
a line on the road," Buckley said.
But Hatch said, "The most functional bike path is the kind
when the entire road is redone.
Having the shoulder just won't do
it."
.
She added that local bike path
work is made even more expensive because of the excess of
granite in the area. "If there's
granite then the road must be
blasted and blasting is extremely
expensive," Hatch said.
''The extension of the roadway
is the only feasible thing for this
part of the country," she said.
Henry McCrone, an engineer
for the State Highway Department sa1a me state nas no plans
for bikeways right now.

Steele and
the p"iano
STEELE
continued from page 15

AFT~f<Aw,

I PAlDIHREE

tv~ally unseJfish, very humane
and people-oriented person. His
influence in the department will
be felt for a long time.''
Steele smiles with characteristic shyness when asked about his
feelings on retirement. "I shall
deeply miss my involvement with
the students and faculty," he
said, "but I don't plan to stay
away, either!"

CENTS FOR
1l1IS Ct6AR.

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO
PRICES

colleiiate crossword
ACROSS

1 Hoss'.s brother
5 Meadows
9 Attention-getting
sound
13 January: Sp.
14 Move slowly
15 Gudrun's husband
16 Well-known address
(4 wds.)
19 French head
20 capita
21 Shows 111 will
22 Baseball bat
wood
23 Comic 25 Domestic trade
agency (abbr. ) ·
26 in the belfry
28 Poetic contraction
30 Part of GBS
33 Stout
35 John Jacob 37 Compass directio~
38 Kept up a subscription
40 Keep apart
42 From Z
43 Restrict
45 Brightly-colored
46 Strip of wood

-,

48 Curved letter
49 Apportion
50 camp
52 Theatre employee
54 Conrnand to a dog
57 Narrow channel
60 Sailor
61 Miss Bancroft
62 Annoyance (4 wds.)
65 Praise
66 Fat
67 Japanese aborigines
68 Ends' partner
69 Fewer
70 Busch and Marsh,
of old movies

11 gin
12 Containers
13 This: Sp.
17 Chooses
18 Wire service
23 Frets
24 ~.-- bourgeois
27 Chemical suffix
29 Us: Sp.
31 spumante
32 Garden problem
33 Mr. Roberts
34 rays
35 Farewell
36 Name for a
dog
39 And so ' on (abbr.)
41 Ignited
DOWN
44 Wise old men
1 Puts in one's stake 47 Sta,shes
2 John Gunther book
49 Tri fl i rtg
(4 wds.)
51 Triumph
3 Johnson of TV
53' Poker dea 1s
4 Curly's brother
55 Asian river
5 Certain inmate
56 Driving. needs
6 Accounting journal
57 Normandy town
items
(2 wds.)
7 Alas: Ger.
58 Bandleader Jones
8 " - Funny That
59 Cultivate
Way"
61 Minor
9 -Loses one's cool
63 Scottish denial
10 A 64 ~ Browne belt
in time -

answers, page 7

Pioneer · SX il\O Receiver $2.t!I
Technict SL:l:IOO• Turntable $125 .
Akai CS7020 Ca11ette •126 .
Our Free Catalog has many more deals on
major brands. even lower prices on our
monthly specials sheet . Send now and find
out how to buy current $7 .98 list lp's for
$3.69 . Stereo Clearance House Dept CH68
1029 Jacoby St., Johnstown, Pa . 15902.
Phone Quotes 814 -536 -161' 1

SHOE SALE
BROOKS VILLANOVA
Reg . $19.95 Now $14.95

BROOKS VANT AGE

-Reg . $29.95 Now $23.95

Also Lady Vantage
Lady Villanova

I

M-1', 9::30-5:00

Sat. 9::30-1 : 30
8fi8-5ti:~-t

•

•

,

I
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·R ecycling
center

.

RECYCLING
continued from page 2

I

One a'nd two bedroom apartments will be
available for the school year 1979-1980.
All are within walking distance to Campus.
,
You can find your own roommates.
2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or 4 people-$2,300/semester
1 Bedroom Apts. 2 people-$1,500/semester
--Includes heat and hot water
For appointment call Mr. Karabelas at
868-5542·

stuff, categorize it and ·1ater
break it down or bale it. "
The baler, a large square
frame-like sturcture converts
cradboard and paper into huge
"hay-type" bales Batchelder explains. He says that once the
paper products ::trP f'nmn~t>f-ail
they are sold to local paper mills.
The bottles, he says, are sold to

'

.

Week Three
·of the
Human Sexuality
Series Presents .. :

------------------------------,. ,
STUDENT RENTALS

.
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b~tlenw~~efilliemoown~d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

make new bottles.
''A piece
of glass
this will
make
a bottle,"
sayslike
Batchelder
holding out a palm-size chunk of
greenishglass.Hesaysabilllhat
is being considered by the state
legislature which would make
bottles returnable would have no
great effect on the recycling center. "It wouldn't really hurt us,"
Batchelder says, "becuasEf most
of our money is made through the
sale of paper products,
~~~i~~:J!~,,computer she~ts and

W

Tuesday:

DEADLINE
Ap r1•1.2,7 th _
F0 r
sU b m I•ttI•ng
-M 0 u nte d
ph 0 tog rap hs

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-:

Cans, and other recyclable
metals are s.old, pr6cessed and
made into_things varying from
sheet metal to frying pans, Batchelder says.
The
University
owned
operation
is neat swift and
efficient. Waste is grouped into
mountains -of gleaming cans ,and
bottles, and massive. bales of
newspapaers intermixed with
cardboard.
Joseph Tessier' supervisor of
_ the plant, says the recycling center is a vital component of conservation for the greater
seacoast area. If the plant were
no longer in operation he says
towns would have to go back to
their old practice of disposing of
all waste, whether it were
recyclable or not, in incinerators.
The center is open Monday
through Friday from 7 a .m. until
3:30 p.m. ; and on Saturday from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

April 17

'' Dillner Series''5:30 pm-Fil_m strip in
Dining Hails
7 :30 pm - Second show
and discussion
0 esse ·D oe, Fairchild,
Williamson)

.

.

T Muso
0
F0 r
D,. sp Ia y
·

.

/

Wednesday:

I n-Stu d e nt ·
Art h
·

April 18

'

~

Wednesday Night
Live Series

/

FREE KODAK FILM
TOWN AND CAMPUS

''The Real Story About
the Birds and the Bees''
Dr. Curt Hin~kley
7 p.nt.
Devine Hall Lounge

--DURHAM
Bring in an unprocessed roll
of Kodacolor 11O,_126, or 135 size for
developing· ana printing by Berkey
I

'

FROM NOW UNTIL TUESDAY Apr. 24th
AND WE WILL GIVE YOU
ANOTHER ROLL FREE
WHEN YOU PICK UP
YOUR FINISHED ORDER!

Monday:
April 23

''Love''
Film by Leo Buscaglia
7 p.tn.-- .
Stoke Hall, Big S creCn ··

'

Please Note: You must pick up your finished o rder·
by Friday May 4th to get afree roll of f ilm

FRESH FREE FILM! -

_,
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Auto Parts

/

Come
along to
the

Dover Auto
Supply

/ •

INTtRNATfONAL
j9r,~f~A~!!

April 24 and 25: The Cultural Exchange,
gala international exhibits. Strafford
Room, Memorial l TnioIJ, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
April 25 and 26: Soup Line, Memorial
l lnion Cafeteria.
April 26: Travel Fair, information and
displays on studying and traveling abroad.
Also, Walkway to the World, -a look at
the world through language, dance, arts,
and film. Upper level, Memorial Lfnion.
April .26: Coffee Cafe, snacks and
entertainment. Hillsborough-Sullivan
Room, Memorial LTnion, 7 p.m.
April 28: International Dinner, Feast
of the Gods. Granite .State Room,
Memorial lTnion, 6:30 p.m. Tickets
required.

Main St. Durham
868-2791

REBUILT
STARTERS, ALTERNATORS, CARBURETORS
cret zn tune for SpringMaster Charge

Visa

Auto Parts

Classifiea ads
'

~

for sale
Help! Going under! Priced for quick sale,
Teac A-106 Cassette Deck ·$220, EPI 120
speakers $200, BIC 940 turntable $80, only
five months old-excellent condition, 742-7856.
4/17.
.
Stereo components: Yamaha CR-600 stereo
receiver, $270. Ultraphase 2001 speakers,
$280. Call John T. at 749-2844. 4/17
FENDER TFL5000D dual showman reverb
amplifier, 200 watts with twin JBL 13"
SPEAKERS. Great for ~uitar/keyboards in
excellent condition. Serious inquiries only.
Todd, Room 136 Babcock or call 868-9805.
4/17

MOVING OVERSEAS! Must sell: Hockey
and Lacrosse Equipment: Bell and Howell
slide projector, $60; Philips 202 Turntablf'
with Stanton cartridge, 70; Desk with office
chair, 80; RCA Television, 60; Light beige
shag carpet (9' x 12'), 65; Simmons
Beantyrest mattress <fulll with b()x spring
and frame, 275 or best offer. Call 868-2896. 5/1
10 speed Girl's bike. Atala <Italian made),
great cond. Overhauled just recently. $65
Call Holly 868-5150 after 6 p.m. 4/20
For Sale: Reel-to-Reel Akai GX-2200 Glass
and x'tal ferrite head. 3 motors/3 heads. 4
tracks 2 channel. 7" reel, S.O.S. records,
· auto stop, shutoff & reverse. Includes 12

~2~~-~o~~t~~~tt_at':u· J~h~m-~5~~~;}:crifice

Bancroft. "Players Special" medium 4 5/8"
$15.00, Tretorn Tennis Shoes 9-9• 2 $10.00
<new), Dunham Continental Tyrolean Boots.
~)~{am 10-11. $10~00 Negotiable 659-2766.

35 mm Minolta SRT 101 with 55mm lens.
Soligor wide-ange, viviatr 250mm telerhoto,
filter, case, tripOd, etc. plus Honeywil automatic strobe-only $350 complete. 742-4858.
4/27
I sell major, name brand line of speakers. ·
I'll save you .enough to buy a new receiver or
turntable. My 8rices are almost half of their
retail cost. Ca 2-1581 or 868-9782 and ask for
Mark in room 120.5/4
Used Thomas Organ for sale. Approximately
twelve years old and in very good condition,
just needs to be tuned. Includes two keyboards, foot pedals, bench and music books.
$200 firm, cart Keith at 868-7178. 4/24
Refrigerator for sale: small size, good for
dorms. Excellent condition. Less than I year
old. Ask $75. Call 868-2496 . .t/24
Amp For Sale: includes Coral Bottom 8-12
incli speakers $225.00, also Traynor YBA-1
Bass Head .. $125.00. Both in vt•ry good condition. Good for lead or bass. Take them both
for $325.00. Call Bill at 868-9709 or campus
phon~ 2-1286.
GUYS, Distinguished top tJUality 3 piece
English Tailored Suit. Fits 5 9"-6'0". \60-185
lbs. Like new, Now Only $50. Call 772-3094 .
4/24

For Sale: 1960 Ford Falcon, 6 cycle 170
engine, 3 speed standard. Oregon car • very
little rust. All the parts you want from 2
similar cars, currently driven. $400. Call
Doug at 868-7419. 4/24
For Sale: 1965 Pontiac Temp~st Wagon, V8326 cubic inch, everything works, runs well.
Some rust, good battery and electrical
system, good tires, asking $600 or best offer,
868-7419 ask for Pete. 4/24
1975 KZ-900, mint condition, very fast, 15,000
miles, red. $2000 or 8.0. 749-2844. 5/13

'70 VW Squareback. Rebuilt engine, starter,
new muffier, battery, tires <6l. Runs excellent. Jon 659-2555. 4/24
1972 350 Honda for sale. $475 or best offer,
t.t,000 miles, excellent condition. Book value
$500. Call 659·3721. 4/17
1972 VW Squareback, body in great condi~o~2f5~~i2~ngine work, $800 neg. Call Carol
1968 Rambler Rebel. New battery, starter,
brake shoes and drums. Started immediately after sitting through winter.
Needs front brake line. Some rust. $225 firm.
Call Linda 431-1030 eves . .t/17

10 speed Girl's Bike. Atala <ltaiian made>.
great cond. Overhauled just recently. $65
Call Holly 868-5150 after 6 p.m. 4/20

1977 250 SuzulU TS <Trail & Street): excellent
cond. 1700 miles : call 679-8106 after 5
p.m. 4/20

Bancroft. "Players Specail" medium 4 5/8"
.$15.00, Tretorn Tennis shoes 9-!ll i $10.00
<newl,
DUNHAM
CONTINENTAL
TYROLEAN BOOTS, VIBRAM 10·1 I, $10.00
Negotiable 659-2776. 4/27
'

For Sale: '75 Fiat 128 4 Door Sedan, needs
transmission and minor engine repairs.
Asking $600 or best offer. Call Beth 659-5053.
Leave !lame and phone number. 4/li

Refrigerato for sale:sn1all size, good for
dorms. Excellent condition. Less than I year
old. Ask $75. Call 868-2496. 4/24 '

HONDA 750F, 8000 miles, Yoshimura head·
ers. Dunlup K""81 tires, hot cam and ie:nition.
Goki air shocks, low handle bars, nice hand~~~-~J~ 4~~r offer. call George at 868-9723,

.

:i~l:n. G!!isf~:i:~·d ~~\!1a!~. ;~~ve Hi: : ~:!;
for $325.00. CallBill at 868-!1709 or campus
phone 2·1286.

GUYS, Distinguished top quality 3 piece
English Tailored Suit. Fits 5'!1"-H'O", 160-185
new, N-.w Only $50. Call 772-:l094.

197:1 Dodge Challenger, excellent condition,
no rust. Sharp car. Two snows. 2 summer
~in~s. Call 742-:1592 anytime. Asking $2100.

!~~~Like

June 1 - August 31. Sunny apartment for 4
people. Spacious living room. kitchen, dining
area, bathroom, 2 bedrooms. Call Karen or
Beth 868-9699, or Christy 868-5612. 4/24

'66 Buick Special, excellent cond., new
everything, runs great, $700. Call Terry 6592579 Newmarket. 4/27

3 girls looking for additional female roommate in half-house ideally located in rural
Durham, own bedroom. Outgoing but studious non-smoker. $115/month inclusive. Call
Ellen 868-9667, leave message. 4/24

For Sale .. 1978 Plymouth Volare wagon,
automatic, power steering & brakes, good
condition, low mileage. Must sell fast .. Call
Steve
659-297:1.
4/ID

1971 SAAB 96. New radials. Free wheeling
well maintained, $600. Forced sale. 131-8824
<keep trying>. 4/27

For Sale - 1975 250 cc Suzuki Motorcycle ..
Dirt bike - street legal. Excellent condition ..
less than 3000 miles,.Never been dumped or
rained on - $500. Great gas saver - dependable. Nick 436-1851. 4/27

1974 Yamaha 350 RD, good condition, $450.
AKAi 4000 OMS reel to reel bou~ht last
summer $200. Call 868-5362. 4/27
1973 Dodge Pickup, P.S., automatic, V8<318),
very littfe rust, runs well, . w/cover, $2000,
862-1800 days, 868-5919 nights. 4/17

Yamaha 1978 XS400 2 cylinder .. .i stroke
engine, 6-speed transmission; meticulously
maintained in excellent condition, $1ISO. Epping 679-8442. 4/27

TR6 1971. Body excellent, runs well, $1300 or
best offer. 436-4072. 4/17

1957 Ford 2 dr. Sedan "Full Custom".
Custom nose and rear interior done in black
and white rolled pleated naughahide w/ 4 TBird buckets. Console rfms from Dash to
rear. Deck full compliment of gauges.
Custom door eanels & wheel, 4sp w/ Hurst
shifter. 352 cum bored to 390 cu. in . w/.t06 tripower :\lallory dual point rev. pole ign. Sun
Tach. Headman headers, new Mohawk rubber rare Mickey Thompson "Radar" wheel .
3 - 1st place trophys in 3 shows. Make offer,
$5,500 mvested. 6!12-2808 after 5:30. 5/4

197? Yamaha XS650 Motorcycle. 4 Stroke 2
cylmder under 18000 miles with repair
manual. V~ry good conditi.on, very dependable. $620 firm. Call Matt, 868-5989 after 8:00
p.m. 4/27

for rent

1973 Ford Van ·custom deluxe Club Wagon.
P .S., radial tires • custom interior, excertent
condition - $2400 or B.O. Call 868-9612 or 22154. Ask for Karen L318. 4/27

Summer sublet w/ fall option: for three
people to shai:e, two bedroom apartment
wiih a fourth. Excellent location on Madbury
Road. Semi-furnished. Wall-to-wall carpet,
wood panelling. Avail. May 21. Best part:
rent only $85/mo. apiece. Call 868-5201. 4/24

1975 CheVJ C-10 Pickuj> Truck . 46,000 miles.
$2800 or best offer. Call John at 659-6374.4/20

\

1, j..__

2 Brdm apt. w/w, laundry downstairs, pool.
Available May 15. Fall option. $230/mo. and
electricity. K-van route. 4 mi. from campus
742-2997. 4/20

·~5

Chrysler Newport; good running condition; $200; 742·8044. 4/20

WEBSTER HOUSE SUMMER SUBLET:

Furnished, pine paneled Davis Court Apt.
<Madbury Rd . >for rent June I .. Sept. I. Easy
walk to campus, perfect for 2 or 3, yard
areas for sunbathing & cookouts. Rent
negotiable. 868-2992. 4/27
Apt. to sublet, May 23 .. Sept. I <fall tool 1
bedroom, bathroom, living room & kitche~.
$195/month, plus cheap electricity. On Karivan route. 64 Main, Newmarket. Call Mike or
John 659-2535. 4/17
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 room apartment w/
TV kitchen and bathroom. Excellent locatio~. downtown Durham; furnished May 21Sept. I. Call 868-5403 <days) or 868-2496
<mghts). 4/24
New 4 bedroom apartment in Dover. Living
room/fireplace-dining room & kitchen with
stove & refrigerator. On Kari-van route.
Available June 1st. $460/month. Lease
required - no pets. Call 742-7908 between 7-9
p.m. 4/17
Three large bedrooms, kitchen, living r6om, ·
partially furnished. On Kari-van route in
Dover. Avail. June_lst. Lease required • no
pets. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 p.m. 4/17
I Room Efficiency w/ bath . Central location
in Dover near Kari-van Route. $100/mo. heat
included. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 p.m. 4/i7
Two bedroom apartment available for
summer sublet. Olde Madbury Lane Apts. in
Dover, swimming pool. Call 749-4564. 4/24
Own roon, semi-furnished, $95/month,
summer sublet central Ave., Dover. 10 min.
from campus. June 1st to Aug. 31st. Kelly
868-9789 or 2-2172. 4/17
Looking for roommate to share 2 bedroom
apt. as of May I. 5 miles from campus.
$100/mo & utilities. Call Cindy or Jean at 868·
7040 or 868-2209. 5/4

-------------~---------------------------------

pre-paid class ad form
To Read as Follows: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cars for Sale ...
for sale ...
for rent ...
roommates .. .
help wanted .. .

services .. .
rides .. .
lost & found ...
personals ...
Must Be Prepaid
please Print
First Insertion: $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.50 for each 15 words extra.
Each Consecutive Insertion: $.25. Maximum number of runs: 6
To Run ..... Times
Amt. Enel.:
Make checks payable to: The New Hampshire, Rm.151, Memorial Union.

l

r

3 rooms for rent, small house in Madbury .
On Kari-van route. Summer and fall semester openings. $75.00/month during the summer. Leroy Lewis 749-2844. 4/24

1978 Ford F -100 Pickup, 6 cyl, 3:1,000 miles, 6'
box, step-tow. AM-FM, rustproofing, 2
spaces, good MPG, excellent maintenance.
$4000 or B.O. Days 332-2004, evt/weekend
·t:l6-7187. 4/24
'

I

1!174 VW DASHER: 4 door, 4 speed. 30 mp~.
mechanicallJ excellent, minimal cosmetic
rust. Must sell, going abroad. Only asking
$1, 750 or B.R.O. 868-2069. 5/1

0

HONDA 360 CJ 1976 $895.00 one year old, .tOOO
miles. Perfect condition. Luggage rack &
new grips. Great gas mileage 60 MPG.
· Requires no maintenance. Call 749-2844. 4/27

MOVING ABROAD: 1978 Toyota Corona
Wagon, 5-speed standard, rust-proofed,
D
p· k
14,000 miles, excellent mileage, well main· 1973. atsun IC -up Truck has car. .. excel~.
tained. $4,250 or best offer. can 749-3467.4/17 • lent cond., many extras, 46,000 miles. Must
sell 749-3502. 4/27

MOVING OVERSEAS! Must sell: Hockey
and Lacrosse Equipment: B,ell and Howell
slide projector, $60; Philips 202 Turntable
with Stanton cartridge, 70; Desk with office
chair, 80; RCA Television, 60; Light beige
shag carpet (9' x 12'), 65; Simmons Beautyrest mattn•ss <full> with box spring and
frame, 275 or best offer. Call 868-2896. 571

Amp For Sale: includes Coral Bottom 8-12
inch s~akers $225.00, also Traynor YBA-1

For Sale: 1970 Buick Gran. Sport. 350 .. 4
barrel, duel exhaust, power steering, FM-8
track stereo, 4 new steel belted radials, runs
well. Must sell, $450.00 or best offer. Call
Perry anytime at 659-2591. 41'.W

Give my s:iab" g~ home. 1968 95 wagon,
105,000 m1Jes losmg the battle to rust.
Possible restoration, many good parts
asking $200 - extra engine, transmission $75.
749-4080 after 6 p.m. 5/1 ·

cars for sale

Personal Checks

'

...... .

'

'
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Fire station
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FIREHOUSE
continued from page 1

Committee
members
disagreed whether the March proposal could be reintroduced successfully, without any alterations.
alterations.
Richard Tappan, chairman of
the Durham Planning Board, told
the committee he opposed any
munidpal project. "It would be
a dangerous move to reconsider
this whole package," he said.
Fire
Chief
Jonathon
Greenawalt, who sat in on the
meeting, said he would have supported a municipal building if the
town had done so from tho start,

five years ago.
"But not at the twenty-third
hour, not at this stage of the
game, after five years of planning for a fire department
facility."
The Advisory Committee will
reconvene on Monday, April 30 to
select their final recommendations.
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This weeks Breakfast Special:

n

2 Eggs, any style
1 Sausage Pattie
Toast
Tea or Coffee

U

n

U

n

$1.45

~

_
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Breakfast Specials R~ From~
b- ~; 00-!}: 3~" A~pa!~..J

THE OUTBACK
44Main

Durham

----Classified adsg..- - - Apt. to Su~l~t. May 15 - Aug. JO, 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, hvmg room, balcony, furnished In
the Coops - call 868-7342 for information.4/30
Summer Sublet - one bedroom modern
apartment in Dover. Available May 20- Sept.
I $190.00/month including hot water. No pets.
Grads only. Call Jennifer 742-4170 or 8621218. 4/20
Durham apt. to sublet for summer 1 bedroo~. Kitchen, living room. Excellent
location: on corner of Madbury - Garrison.
$260/month. Call 868-7088. 4/24
~ummer .sublet with fall option: partly furnished 2 bedroom apartment with combination living room - kitchen, Bay Rd., Newmarket. $150/mo. On Kari-van. Call Olwen or
Beth, 659-5655. 5/1

Summer sublet - end of May to end of
August. Webster House in Durham. Two
bedrooms, living room, bathroom & kitchen
Call Nancy, J!ll or Anne at 868-9833. 4/17
·
Summer Sublet: Webster House Apartment,
4 _person occul!a!JCY .- 2 bedroom with large
kitchen and fivmg room, fully furnished.
$85/person. Contact either Rob or Knute at
868-9831 or Dana at 868-2800. 4/27

services

Sublet/Newmarket 2 bdrm. on
Kan-Van route <Salmon St.> Available May Aug. 31 $200/month & elect. Call Bruce or
Geoff 659-2618. 4/24
Subletting from beginning of May to end of
Aug'!st. Tw~ bedrooms furnished. Quiet,
scemc, 1 2 mile from Lee traffic circle. Call
868-7557; Jack or Ralph. 5/1
Summer sublet: May 20-Sept. l. Excellent
Durham location in The Coops. Completely
furnished. Call J.ohn or Kevin at 866-5185.4/17
2 Apts. to sublet for summer with fall option.
Each 2 bdrms. Kitchen, L.R., wall to wall
carpeting. 5 miles from campus. Call 8687040 or 868-2209. Available June 1. 5/4

Help! Friendly, responsible male who can't
afford the high cost of living needs place to
stay next fall. Will trade room and one

I'll type your manuscript and delivfr it to
your door, in most cases within 24 i.ours of
pickup. $.75/page includes pickup imd delivery, 20 lb. paper. Tel 332-8450 eves. 4/20
Typing: Dissertations, letters, resumes,
reports, theses, IBM electric, 22 yrs. experience 749-2692. 4/20
PROFESSIONAL TYPING AT ITS BEST.
IBM Correcting Selectric. Choice of
style/pitch. Spelling, grammar, punctuation
corrected. Reasnnable rates for superior
quality. Call Diana Schuman at University
Secretarial Associates, 742-4858. 4/27
RAQUET STRINGING for tennis, racquetball, squash. Tournament Nylon - $8.00.
Forrest Hills-$9.00. Head Nylon (oil filled)$10.00. Blue Star . - $10.50. Grips - $3.50.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE. Ken Brewer, Lord
207, 2-1634.4/20

3 bdrm apt. to sublet May 18-Aug. 31 no fall
option. Heritage Hill Dover $300/mo~th plus
s.~curity deposit, on Kari-van, H/W, w/w, - Professional Editor: Theses, Term Papers,
dishwasher mcl. Call 742-1847. 4/17
manuscripts of all types. 868-2557. 5/1
For rent 2 bdrm apt. Heritage Hill Dover
~vail. immed. dishwasher, w/w, h/w, heat
mcl.· $220/month lease & security deposit
required. Call 749-2555 on K-Van. 4/17
Summer Sublet, avail. 5/20-8/31. Large
Furnished roo~ <including bed, dresser,
desk,. etc.), . kitchen, full bath. Security
deposit required. Full summer occupation
preferred. Rent negotiable. Contact Kathy at
868-2556, leave name & number if not there.
5/1
Apt. to sublet. Jun. l - Aug. 31. 3.5 mi. from
Durham on Rt. 108. Call 659-2594. 5/1
Large, furnished one bedroom apartment on
Belknap street in Dover available for summe_r. Sublet anytime through September t.
Qmet, mature people a must. Perfect size for
two. Call Kris Lundblad, 868-7288 . .l)/1
Apartment for rent- Newm·arket $170/month
- mcludes gas/elec./heat, available May 1st.
Large kitchen, living room. Large bedroom
bath/shower, porch, parking, storage Cali
659-2636 - on Kari-van Route. 4/17
'
Apt. to sublet, May 20 - Aug. 31 furnished
with 2 bedrooms, fits 4 comfortably with
sunroof, excellent location in Webster House
(across from Scorpios). Call 868-5855. 4/20
Three be_droom unfurnished apartment for
rent Mam St., Newmarket. On kari-van
route. $210/month & utilities. Available June
1st. Year's lease required. Call 659-2507. 4/17
Summer sublet with fall option. Spacious one
bedroom apt. ideally located in downtown
Durham . Call 868-1002 or 862-2721. 4/20
Apartmen_t to sublet from May 28 - August 30.
Lee Traffic Circle, 2 bedroom living room
~itchen, w/w ca_rpet, bathroo~. partly furn:
1shed. No security deposit. $190/month plus
electricity. 868-5128. 4/20
Summer sublet: 2 bedroom spacious apartment_. Excellent location. Rent negotiable.

iiai'~ m person Apt. 2, 19 M~n St. Durham.

Sublet Apt. for four. May 19 - Aug. 30. Furnished; 2 bedrooms, living rm. - dining rm.,
kitchen, bathroom. Apt. located in Red
Tower on Main St .. Durham. Rent negotiable.
Call 868-5024 for more information. 5/4

Going t-0 Southern Conn. <New London) or
Long Island? I need people to share expenses. Leaving early a.m. on Friday 4/13.
Call Katy 2-1614 or 868-9833. 4/20
Need a ride to Nashua Friday, April 20, &
back to Durham Sunday, April 22. Will split
expenses. Contact Kathy at 868-2556, leave a
message. 4/20

roommates

SUMMER SUBLET - Durham Brand New , ~~~U~e~~~~~,~~:~i~i carpentry, babysitting
Studio, Healthy Walking Distance Corner Rt.
4 & Madbury Rd. Rent negotiable. Call Chris Top Quality Typing: $.65 a page. Call Lori,
868-5974 <before 10:30 a.m.> 5/1
Strafford Manor, 868-7184. 4/30
Su~mer

Ride needed to Colby College or Watervill,
Maine area, any weekend. CaJI Lori 868-7184.
5/3

HOUSE PAINTING and Some Interior
Work. Responsible and hardworking college
students will start May 20th - Aug. 30tb.
Quality work, guaranteed to undersell any
professional. For free estimates call Peter
Rm. 207 at 2-2014, 868-9619 or Ellen Rm. 114
at 2-1668, 868-9732. LEA\'..I·: Messages. 5/4

Summer Sublet w/fall option: for three
people to share two-bedroom apartment with
a fourth. Excellent location on Madbury Rd.
Semi-furnished, wall-to-wall. carpet, wood
panelling. Ava. May 21. Best part: rent only
$85/mo. apiece. Call 868-5201. 4/24
Are you looking for roommates? We are two
females looking for an apt. in Durham to
share with other females. Call Cindy S. at
868-9795. 4/17
Need one roommate for a 3 bedroom apt.
<own room, tennis court, furnished or unfurnished) on Kari-van route in Newmarket
wooded area Ava. May IO w/fall option. Less
than $100.00 a month. Call Karen after 5:00
pm 659-2550.4/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
Dover apartment May 20-Aug. 15 (option for
-fall>, non-smoker, own room, w/w carpeting,
air-conditioning, swimmin'j. pool, tenms
~~:-~~s ~m van route. Call aula or Debby

22

0

LOST: Environmental Law Book by Bill
Shaw lost in the Commuter Lounge. Whoever
borrowed the book please return the notes
and important letters inside to the info. desk.
I really need them. Nancy 868-2516.

wanted
Wanted: used record albums. Top prices
paid. CALL 868-1204. 4/24
WANTED: Small apartment or room to rent
from May 15-July 15. Willing to live with a
family within 5 miles of UNH campus. Exc~llent references. Call 868-9833. Ask for K.T.
4/17
WANTED: SMALL APARTMENT or room
to rent May 15-July 15. Willing to live with a
family within 5 miles of Ul'ilH. Excellent
references. Call 868-9833 ask for K.T. 4/17
WANTED: Person to install car stereo (8track> in my car. Call Holly 868-5150 after 6
p.m. 4/20

5

7

SUMMER JOBS IN YOUR FIELD: To men
and women in the human services area, education and recreation. Extensive pre-camp
and in-service training and high level of responsibility will proviile experience in child
care, group work and outdoor education in a
primitive setting with urban children. Find
out why we can say that this camp job is
different from any other. Write: Trail Blazer
Camps, 56 West 45th St., New York, NY 10036
5/4

personals
LEANNE: Congratulations Champ! We all
knew J.D. could beat Sawyer! Sue _ __
Freshmen: Are you wearing your beanies?
What? Not doing anything??What happened
to those active Jiigh school seniors? Get involved, dammit. Call Student Government at
2,1494.4/17

Come to Lambda Chi Alpha's Springfest
sponsoring Wet T-shirt contest Thursday
tt~~lv~~~t~7~~0 pm tickets must be bought
Get ready for the first REAL Spring festival
Ph~~~uf::ifa'.i~i ~ands ... coming April 28 at

1

To the Brothers of Kappa Sigma-you really
know how to serve us right! Breakfast was
great! Love, the Sisters of Phi MU 4/17
Now I know what a real French kiss is like.
clear. Luv ya, MG 4/17

Ho~e your eads

Congratualtion, Lola! The two weeks are
finally over-from here on in it's uphill all the
way! P.S. Got a nail file? Love, Mabel and
Myrtle. 4/20 ,

Have a problem? Don't know where to turn?
Call 2-1494 or 2-2163.4/17
,

NC- "Who's got the best darn C's in the whole
wide world? NC, not I." CC 4/11/79. 4/17

JOY, we should have gone to Florida, oh
well, Roses are red, Violets are blue It's
your birthday, ka moo ka moo kalam~zoo.
It's. all I could think of to rhyme with. Keep
typmg. I hear the Antarctic's real nice this
time of year. Love, Dan Rather. 5/12

Viloux, Jou whack you! Little late, but the
weeken in Conn. was great!! A 3rd sounds
good, afterall the occassional good times do
withstand the intensity of the Battles.
Pyglette. 4/17
Terry-Thanks for the great company on the
way to Concord. Next time I'm going west
want to come?"Stephen. 4/24

4th roommate needed; own room; Apt. in
Dover on Kari-Van route. Available June I to
Sept. 1. Call Debbie 868-9765. 4/17

Help! Need to find home for one year-old ·
male cat, moving can't keep. Contact-Nancy-Huddleston Dining Hall-Kitchen 10:007:30 p.m. Please no calls.

Having a party? Dance? Ban9uet? Let Rick
assure it's successful by D.J .mg your party
with the best in disco, oldies, & rock. Call
him at 742-0042. 4/24

help wanted

Watch MUB Disnlav case for the herd of
gir~ffes waiting for International Festival,
April 24-26. I~ you nave frir~r!e t0 ~om m the
~U~d:i t oh~t by the a mm1stration office,

Deidi: I bet you thought you'd never get a
S!rsonal. Well here it is. Happy 20th birth4/fi Hope you enjoy it! Love, your roomie.

2 4

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Ameriea, Australia, Asia. Etc.
Al~ Fi«;lds, $~00-$1,200. monthly. Expenses
paid. S1ghtseemg. Free mfo. Write: IJC, Box
52-45, Corona Del Mar, CA92625.5/4
SUMMER HELP NEEDED 9:00 a.m.-1:00
p.m. and 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. College Work
Study. Apply at Brook House or call 862-1548.
5/4
Do you know a foreign language? Could you
~each an international craft? Play a foreign
mstrument? If so, won't you rarticipate In
the international festival, Apri 24-26? Call 21001, Student Activities Office. 4/20
Summer Jobs available as sports, waterfront, archery, ecology and handicraft count~~t~u!i?:~~~~~~4~~~er Council Day Camps
SUMMER POSITIONS: Part-time: teaching
skills to youth: gymnastics, water crafts,
tennis rock climbing etc. FULL TIME'
POSITIONS available for WORK-STUDY
STUDENTS. Fantastic working environment. Gain admin. experiem;e and spend
summer out of doors. Call 659-3073. Newmarket Recreation Department. 4/17
Political Science Majors should always be
inquisitive. Write to Walter McCloud
_!lepublican Can_didate for _President. Find
out who he is and what he is all about. McCloud. Dadeville, Missouri 65635.5/1

rides

Field and Lab work for remainder of term
and-summer in stream Biology. Background
in Aquatic Biology and Lab Techniques
desirable. Call Diane Noel. US Forest Service 868-5576.4/17

Ride needed to Newmarket mornings at 7
a.m. Call Billy Burks at 862-1302. 4/17

Summer Work Study-field and lab work in
research studil's of forPsi soils and streams
0_!1rha1,!! ~~fi5e ~ nd tr_!!~«:_l th_r~~g~'!u~ no_.-0:

- f,

WANTED: History teacher with a walking
handicap needs male housemate for June,
~~W·<6~~~ t~f~~~.4f~ Newfound Lake, NH.

Timi' is runninl! out for students to submit
· photographs for the first student art show to
be held in-the Granite State room of the MUB
at the beginninl! of Mav. Photol!raphs entered may be in color and black & white but
must be mounted. Anyone wishing to participate may leave photographs at tfie MUSO
Office Room 148 of the MUB' until Friday
April 27. 4/27

DEBBIE D.: Have a Happy Easter and stay
out of my bed, you weirdo. You, too, Linda.

lost and found

LOST: Pair of plastic-rimmed glasses in a
Chinese fabric case near the Smith tennis
courts on Sunday afternoon. If found please
call: Terri 868-2063. Reward$ 5/4

Summer opportunity for reliable student(s)
to use furnished house in Pocono Mts~ eastern Penn. ·in e!i-change for work on winterizing house, decorating, etc. Appropriate
skilfs & references essential. Respond with
info. to House, P.O. Box 345, Durham.

Bavendam, whose work has been published
in National Wildlife and Yankee Magazine,
will speak on various aspects of Manne life
and tlie Photo Equipment needed to capture
these elusive underwater creatures in the
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of the MUB Monday, April 23 a~:30 p.m. 4/20

Summer Sublet. Durham - Coops. Available
June 1st-August 31st. Wart'ted 3 nonsmoking
males to share two bedrooms. Cheap! $250/a
month plus electricity. Contact Martha or
Jeanne 2-2357 or 868-9764.4/27

Expert typing - $.55 manuscript, $.60
LEADERSHIP SUMMER. Gain in personal
technical. Wilf supply paper. Call <Dover>
leadership experience. Boys' Camp, Lenox,
742-6643 for more info. 5/1
' MZ (51st year). June 23-August 23. Swimmin~ and sailing instructors <22 sailboats);
tenms <16 courts), baseball, basketball
coaches: Camp newspaper: other openings.
St>nd full details-, Joe Kruger, 20 Allen Court,
South Orange, NH 07079. 4/24
FOUND: In Durham, young male charcoal
grey cat. Well trained and affectionate. Call
862-1313-or 659-5111.4/26

l'rn New Enl!land·. 40 hrs/wk. At least one
course in soil science preferred. Call Tony
Federer-US Forest Service 868-5576.4/17

A p~rty for Stujl.en~s and friends in honor of
David Van Nuys will be held Saturday April
21, from 8-12 p.m. aWhe Alum~ Center. If
coming, please contact Bruce at 659-2527 or
Janice Chadwick in Conant Hall. 4/20
Area II Programming Board Presents a dinner cruise aboard tlie Viking Queen. Bus
leaves UNH, 5:30 April 28th. Tickets
available at area II Serv1c~ Desk.4/17
To the sexy, short red-headed RA on 6th floor
Stoke: I haven't forgotten about you but how
could I with you constantly reminding me in
the dinner line! I think you're hot-stuff and
memories of last summer will never be
forgotten. PB ~/20
Soo Ree and Beans-get psyched for the

"singl_e" life next year! Keep those stereos
cranJun' and those bedsprmgs creakin'show me everything!! Love, Corny

!~~rn

K. Thanx for beinl! str_onJ? during this time
· of confusion. It's all up hill from here-no more
running. You're No. 1 friend and I'll alwa"ys
love you ... A. 4/17
Fred Garvin and Associates. Male Prostitutes. Call 2-1127. 4/17
P my roomate in the next room: through
o~r laughter and our tear.s I wish you happmess and the best 20th b1rthday-friendsh1p
always-I love you-D. 4/17
Cathy- I was only joking when I advertised
for an Attractive Female Wanted <blondes
do have more fun) for a dirty weekend last
Sll,mmer. But the best days of my life were
with you. And then I saw that picutre in
Foster's of you and that junior executive ...
you got a nerve. You were born loose and you
kept me hanging on. Now I'm scarred and
scared standm' m the shadows of love but
you're in my heart. I was always a fool for
y~~-i~ 1 that th~ thanks I get? Aint love a
bitch ... Love, Rod 4/io ·

To the brothers of TKE-Thanks for a day
WHO were those bunny rabbits hopping
we'll never forget: how could we? With T-Karound last Friday? Like those tails, real
E push-ups; a man-eating swan; an olympic
cute!!! 4/17
water tower climber; two transvestites;
squirf!Ii!1g worms; air raids in the MUB; an
amph1b1ous fledge; lots of beer; dancing; • Happy Birthday Paul Keegan (aka Jimmy
O.> Now that your legal in 50 states I have
and plenty o hangovers - Didn't we tell you
some special "Majority" noogies for you.
we could sneak?!? Lots of love and Thanks
:/l~ fun celibating-! Love, Lois Lane (ret.)
Again-Chi-0
K.L.-Just to let you know I realize the latest
message to the girl with the green eyes
wasn't for me. I know 6ou must feel I've
made too much of the w ole situation frc>m
the beginning, and l'tb sorry for that. It was
a nice thought though ... Friends?-KIM4/17

Come t~ _L ambda Chi Alpha's Springfest
sponsormg wet T-shirt Contest Thursday
Arpil 19tfi 3-12:30 pm. Tickets must be
bought in advance. 4/17
_

John - Let'!l get together and talk about our
April 21st Sp.ring Festival at the Highland "interests".
House. Live ~usic and kegs. Donations ac_
cepted or brmg your own. See you there- Hey Cannonball! Come on any feet latei>'? ls
Pablo 4/20
. chewing ice still your favorite pastime?
Could you please stop eating ice cream.
Area II Programming Board presents a din- We're bred of rolling you into tbe bathroom'
ner cruise aboard the Viking Queen Bus Love and affection. D&G&R.
·
leaves UNH 5:30, April 28th. Tickets
available at Area II Service Desk. 4/17 ·
Keryn - Happy B-Day. We'll have to go out
Shrimp, Manatee, and Jelly fish will be the and c~leb_~ate •.. ~ll.t not ~!1 Mas~. cuz sl_!j)_~ I
order of the day, Monday •. April 23, at MUSO KwonFR,t\!>eL. " 1egal" there! Ha_ve a happey, love,,
4117
Presents Fred Bavendam, a nationally
recognized
underwater
photographer.
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The underground at UNH: -life is hot, dark
PPO&M
continued from page

Taken from the groud behind
Demeritt because of the gaping,
rusty hole in it's side, "you wonder how many more there are."
Boothby said a _ patching job
was undertaken three years ago
to repair three pipes . .It.!.s cost:

occured this spring: a steam leak
near Congreve Hall, a burst
water main behind Demeritt, and
a natural gas leak beside the
MUB.
"Gas leaks are much more in- $180,000.
He said that $1,874,000 has been
frequent," said Assistant Director of PPO&M Gerald Boothby, requested from the st~te
''becuase there are more legislature for an extensive
stringent requirements on gas renovation of the system. "If we
pipelines." But he ackowledged get the money this biennium." he
that there are serious problems said "it would take two years to
make the system operational."
with the lines.
There are also frequent
"The whole system needs to be
redone," he said. "What we're mechanical problems within the
doing now is patching the holes, plant itself. DiLorenzo explained
that a steam turbine had been
instead of replacing the pipes."
Ralph Bickford, the PPO&M inoperable for some time because
foreman, said, "It costs just as of a certain broken part, which
much to patch a section as it does would cost $10,000 to replace.
A new turbine would cost only
to put a whole new section in.
"When yoli see a piece like $8,000, he said.
- this," he added, kicking -at the , "We had a valve go in here once,"
four foot length of water pipe DiLorenzo said over the throb-

bing hum in the basement of the
plant. "That's the one up there,"
he said, pointing ·upward into the
darkness.
"I guess a drop of water got into the valve somehow, and
caused if to blow. It knocked
· another fella off a ladder there
and he fell right on top of me. The
whole place filled with steam and
we got outta there in a hurry.''
Over the fourteen year period ·
from 1947 to 1961, the coal burn-.
ers were phased out in favor of
me more efficient oil burners.
''Everything used to get
covered with coal dust back
then," said Bickford, a 24 year
employee of the plant. "Your
face,
your
hands,
the·
machinery ...
··on a real cold day back then, ''
he added, "we'd burn six tons of
coal an hour." At $11.70 per ton,
heating costs were $800 daily.
on a sililar day in 1979, PPO&M

would easily burn $3,000 worth of
number two fuel oil.
The University spands nearly
2.5 million dollars to purchase
energy annually. Oil for the furnaces costs 1.1 million, and electricity, bought from the Public
Service Company of New Hampshire, costs 1.3 million dollars.
Boothby said the department is
doing everything in it's po)Ver to
conserve energy. "We fine tune
the system as much as possible,''
he said. "We make sure the oil is
at the exact right temperature as
it goes into the furnace, ~nd that
the furnaces are kept clean.''
Only three of the burners are
ever run at the same' time, while
tbe otheres are cleaned or kept on
stand-by.
"We've lowered heatmg,
reduced lighting, and installed
water-saving shower-heads," he
said, in order to conserve energy.
"We have been able to effec-

tively reduce consumption fifteen
oercent." he said, "but that's
about as far as we can go with OUI.'
limited operating funds."
"We can't lower the heat in the
academic buildings overnight,"
he said, "because there are
usually- classes until 10 or 11
o'clock at night. It takes so long
to heat the buildings up again
that it would be a waste."
One of the biggest problems the
department faces, is trying to
control energy waste in dormitories that are electrically
heated, and where students have
their own thermostats.
''The student may go off and
leave his window open ·with the
thermostat turned up," he said.
"Saving this wasted energy is
really up to the students."
''Our goal is to keep the
buHdings at a constant 68
degrees," hesaid.
The department took a gamble
and tried to cut it's budget,
Boothb)Z said, and now it is faced
with a potential $200,000 deficit.
He said the department may need
a budget increase of some 25 percent next year.
In the meantime, steam will
course endlessly through the
winding tunnels and aging piles,
meeting the demands of the
University -- until . there is
another leak.

Engineering

NAVY OFFICER.
YOU Gn RESPONSIBILITYTHE MOMENT
YOU Gn THE STRIPES.

A lot of big corporations offer you a big
title. But how many offer a young college
graduate a really important job?
As a Navy Officer, you don't have __ _
to wait to do a job that counts. We give
you one as soon as you've earned your
commission. A job with responsibility for
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars
of complex equipment. A job that Tequires
skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers
have been doing proudly for 200 years.
If that's the kind of job you're looking
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. Y ou'tl find
that Navy Officers have unequalled
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power,
Aviation, and Engine~ring.
Or call toll free 800-841-8000. · (In Georgia,

toll free 800-342-5855.) Early responsibility.
It's what being a Navy Officer is all about~ _
r-;A~~p~;;UNITY-------:;;;-1
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NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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paratus yet because we just
barely finished the design and the
chief engineer (at the company)
has to look it over, figure costs of
production, and if the apparatus
will be saleable."
"W.£ don't get paid for any of our innovations because we're
considered consultants to the
company," said Glines, "but we
do get a degree."
William Hildrith, Michael
Prezkaza and Robert Bauer are
working on a micro computer for
greenhouse operations that will
make the decisions presently
done by manual operators.
"The computer is programmed
to compare sample temperatures
with
programmed
tern~·
peratures," said Hildrith. "The
computer then reacts to the data:
if it's above a certain tem-perature the computer switches a
fan on or foam insulation to be
pumped between the panels to
allow for cooling. If the temperature is too low a heater will
turn on. If the temperature gets
above or below a certain
programmed number than an
alarm will go on,'' he said.
Other projects being worked on
by EET and MET students deal
with building and programming
computers, and designing high
production machinery.
Students recieve eight credits four per semester - for their
senior proj~ct.

SUNDAY 7-11 p.m·.
JOHN LINCOLN WRIGHT
AND THE SOURMASH BOYS
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Concord String Quartet
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the BEETHOVEN CYCLE
WILSON
You need PROFESSIONALLY
continued from page 3
Color Transparencies f~:>r
Produced
SATURDAY
their hands," he said.
Jt- I
Wilson plans to set up a liason
APRIL 28
least
at
meet
would
system which
•Admission to Exhibits
bi-weekly with a student
at 8:00 p.m.
of Your Skills
•Portfolio
representative from each campus . He hopes this will be an ef•Record of Accomplishments•
Durham Community Church
fective way to represent the
needs of Plymouth and Keene
$2 per person
State students.
Richardson
Rep. Leo Lessard <D-Dover) is .
862-2290
Union,
would
Memorial
which
bill
OFFICE,
a
TICKET
co-sponsoring
Photographic Service
allow students to elect their
Mon. - Fri. 10 :00 a.m.-4:00 p .m.
Trustee.
Ten Second Street :
: Ye Olde Court House
Wilson disagrees with elected
Sponsored jointly by the UNH Fund ,
Phone 742-4211 ..
03820
N.H.
•Dover,
Trustees.
Co~munity Church, and UNH Celebrity Series
**********
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•*
"A few years ago the Student
10aoooo.1MMMM. . .00. ."91.............DOC:aoctoe10C1ooooD01:aocM1G_,.
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Carter, was comFrankthe
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student body ~
peting
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•
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~
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said. "I
Wilson
president,"
govornmont
believe student
should select the student Trustee
so they can work cohesively and
with a focus on . the same
problems."
Wilson is now in Washington .
working on an internship with
Senator John Durkin <D-N.H.).
" I like Washington, but I ·can't
wait to get back to New Hampshire," Wilson said. "There's
still a lot of country in me," he
said adding that he was counting Women's Studies 401
the days till his return.
" I've had a great internship
~ith Durkin because he allows
his interns to be active -- not just
envelope stuffers and stamp lickers. "
Wilson has been active in New
Hampshire politics and worked
on Gallen's campaign. '
"I know Hugh Gallen per- Admn 780
sonally, and I have a great deal of
respect and admiration for him,''
Wilson said. "He is a very sincere
and honest man."
The internship Wilson is doing
involves alot of research on
nuclear energy, particularly the
licensing of nuclear power plants.
Ee.on 698 Sec II
Wilson will become the sole
University system student
Trustee on,June 1. ~e is a jµnior
political science major and served
as president of MUSO for two
Engl 685
years.

M

WOMEN'S STUDIES

Course Offerings -- Fall 1979.
TR 11-1 p.m.
Introduction to Women's Studies
Elizabeth Hagemam
(Course satisfies General Education Group II
Kathy Speare
Requirement. Recommended as general introducation
Barbara Larson
to Women's Studies topics, such as problems
of discrimination, feminist perspectives on gender
roles, women and literature, women in soc_iety, etc.)
n Management Sec I
-women i_

M6-9p.m.
Rita Weathersby

Women in Management Sec II
Topics in Discrimination: Sex Discrimination
,
and employment

M6-9 p.m.
Staff
MWF 8-9:30 a.m.
John Korbel

Women's Literary Traditions: New
England Women Writers 1850-1900

TR 11-12:30 p.m.
Josephine Donovan

Major Women Writers

TR 9:30-11 a.m.
Jean Kennard

Hist 595

Explorations in History:
European Women, Sex and Power

TR 9:30-11 a.m .

Russ 595E Sec I

Special topics in Culture and Literature:
Images of Women in Russian Literature

ThCo595A

Special Topics:

~DICAL

SCHOOL
IN~W .

E:ngl785

.

Pay On Acceptance Only
. -W.H.O. RecognizedFor application ,& information write

,PROVEN ~EDICAL
tUDENT ·PLACEMEN
,
SERVICE:
100 LaSalle St.
New York, N.Y. 10027

G~nder

and Expression

MW 3:30-5 p.m.
Marybeth Spain
TR 2-3:30 p.m .
Pat Fleming

For Further Information : Women's Studies Program Office

or call
-(2 ~ 2)865-4949

Judith Silver

19 Murkland, 2-2194

C-ome Try D. Gottliebs "COO.NtDOWN"

a new soUc;t-stafe*player

COMPETI TORS CORNER GAME ROOM

(under the Tin Palace)
. open daily 11:00 a.m. to midnight
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Trackwom en look towards New Englands

.
_
Diane Pankratz is an-0ther. strong runner who competes in the
half mile and Robertson says, " Her technique is excellent and she
is a quiet girls, but is one of our better runners." Pankratz took a
first place in the half mile at the UMass Relays this past weekend.
Robertson says of coaching women, "Women are much better
listeners than men and they seem to work hard for me, just as
,
they did for Jean (Roberts) ."
Robertson and his team are setting their sights on the New
Englands early in the season and hope to keep their growing
reputation as a power team in New England alive as the season
gets tinder way.

GOA~

contin~ed from page 23
-and inile relay with Harris .
Collins started running as a junior in high school after her
father suggested she try it. "It was so hard at first, " she recalls.
" The quarter mile was my first run and I had no strength and was
very weak," she claims, but had more success at running and
·
wanted to see herself do better.
In high school, she had. little trouble out-running her competition and was the N.H. school girl champion in the 600-yard-_
run .
1\t the collegiate level she has had to adjust to much tougher
"omnetition and her training routine is more thorough. ''Jean
Roberts h~Jped me into a lot of good habits. I am doing at
least three times as much work now than 1 ever <11<1 m high school
.
practice," she admits.
She has maintained a nositive attitude toward the snrini:r
TRACK
despite this being her third consecutive season of r_unning. ",~
continued from page 24
really haven't been-running tha~ long and I have a Ion~ wa!' to go,
sne says reterring to the possibility _of burning out. "I strive to
round good performer, he's enreach a point I don't expect to make right off" she says of her
titled to have a bad day once in a
goals. "I have to set a gradual goal and not try to do too much too
while "
'
Dca pitc the cold and r ain y
soon .' '
To satisfy her personal goals, ·"I alwaysJ.ry to do the best I can
weather, the day gave no indicaand go as far as I can go." As for th~ team , ' 'we should be in the
tion of being anything but good
top thr;ee in New England," she optimistically stated.
for the Wildcat distance corps.
Coach Robertson is pleased with Collins as a freshman. "She's
_Twice when Maine seemed to
young, but has gotten much stronger." He feels she can go a long
bulge toward an insurmountable way. And he says of any runner that is training for three conseclead, the mile and three-mile
tutive seasons that "They can train all-year around if they are
squads came on to quickly close
careful as to how they train ; they ·stay healthy and take a break
the gap. Mark Berman and Pete
now and then. ''
Foley 's one-two in the three-mile
Another spring hopeful is Cathy Rosholt, a new addition to the _ brought UNH to a one point lead
team. Rosholt joined the team during the indoor season in
going into the mile relay.
January and proved her ; talents immediately. She holds the
"The Stearns (first in mile),
records for the shot put and the 60-yard dash, which she bettere_d
Pappas (second ), Berman trio
this past weekend <!!_the UMass relays. She set a new mark in the
did excellent today,'' commented
discuss .at 122'7" which beats the old record she set earlier this
·Copeland. ''I did not anticipate
.
spring by almost three feet.
one;two in the mile and was very
She, like Collins, is also a graduate of Oyster River and was the
surprised with Pete in· the three.
most valuable track team member: for four years in a row. She is
They gave us a good shot."
The sprints, too, were another
a studio art major and a solid, strong comoetitor_fnr thd th"...-. been
bright light as UNH took four of
Robertson says, "Cathy -has. a lot of. potential an . as - - --~· vu5uL QJVl1b l lblJl (i::) laf as ner techmque and coachmg goes.
the six places, again led by senior
She is a very attentive listener and works extremely hard."
Jim Warren.
Rosholt co·m peted in the Junior Olympics in August of 1978 in
But the lack of depth in the
Lincoln, Nebraska for the discus while working out with the
jumps proved to be the bear on
Seacoast Strikers. She would like to go to the Olympics someday
the Wildcat's back. "That was
or else continue up to higher levels of competition.
the key problem today,''
{tobertson ::i1so cited Marv Ellen Levinchuk as having a good
Copeland s~id. "Leberman
wmter, though she is coming off a bad heal bruise. Yet he is count(sophomore Pete in the long
·
in~ on her to have a good spring.
jump) and Russ (sophomore

Bears squeak by UNH

1

Toby in the pole vault) won their
events but we couldn't follow up
with anything. "
Co-captain Don Belcher ran

a wa y f1 um Lht fidu iu Llle Inter-

mediate hurdles. Lou · Porazzo
and - Alex Miller took their
customary one-two in the bani_mer. Kevin Martinek heaved the
javelin 172 feet into the wind to
top that event. Those were the
sure things.
-

Of c.ourse, there were the ifs.
What if there hadn't ..be~!1 any
trouble with Demers and
Warren!s exchange in the 4-by110 relay? What if Lee Pope had
been third instead-of fourth in the
100, as some people saw it? What
if UNH injuries in the high jump
hadn't lead to a Maine sweep?
What if freshman Steve Smith
hadn't hit the third hurdfe, lost
his rhythm and finished second in
the 120 highs, two-tenths back?
"It was a typical UNH-Maine
meet,'' said one UMaine coach.
·'Too damn close! ''
Copeland agreed. "Maine is
one hell of a tough team."
The ifs wHl have to wait
another year.

Lacrosse
LACROSSE
' continued from page 24

Bowdoin would come within
four twice in the third quarter,
but got limited shooting room
from the Wildcats defense of
Mark Robertson, Tom Billetter,
John Bonczek (who broke the ball
out of the UNH end with the ease
of Bobby Orr), and Jeff Einarson,
all of whom forced turnover after
turnover.
"It was an aggressive defense
today,:' said Ryan. ''We worked
on it all day yesterday (Friday).
They hao been loosening up.
Today - they were doubling and
sliding.' '
Sheehan and the rest of the
Wildcats shut out Bowdoin completely

in the last quarter, but

Van Vleck and Rich Woods
scored goals to finish the scoring
slaughter.
Van Vleck's sixth came when
Sheehan ran a ball almost to midfield from his crease and threw
him a long pass. Van Vleck
caught the pass in stride and
raced in to bounce his shot past
Gamper.
Woods followed two minutes
later from ten feet away following a Nawrocki pass which he
bounced between Gamper's legs.
Bowdoin saw mistakes turn into frustration as they accumulated more pet'.lalties as the game
wore on.
''We feeCwe can move the ball
and work for the -good shots. I
thought we were getting them,
though," said Bowdoin coach
Mortimer LaPointe, Ybut UNH's
goalie kept them out.
"When it was 5-0, it was__catch
· up for thew.hole game. We were
able to cut it down, but then -we
had two unsettled situations and
it was catch upagain."

SC-OPE presents ...

1 I I

•
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Few surprises as
laxwome n romp
By Lee Hunsaker
The results were expected,
there never was a doubt. New
Hampshire 15, Bowdoin O.
But the road taken to yet
another victory for UNH's
women's lacrosse team Ctheir
24th out of 26 games) was not
along the well beaten path of
three years running.
Today at 3:30, UNH will host
Bridgewater State at Memorial
Field. Little, if anything, is
known about Bridgewater except
that they, as Bowdoin did might
play a zone defense.
"I have no idea what they are
like," said UNH coach Jean
Rilling "so we'll play it like it's
our most important game. We'll
score.as niany as they'll let us."
After the first half against
Bowdoin UNH led by the small
margin of 4-0. "That's when I told
them that 25 minutes was too long
to get the wrinkles out," said
Rilling.
''There were a log of good
things 1n the first half," she continued, "except our shooting."
Out of a game total 46 shots at
the Polar Bear net, the Wildcats
scored 15 times while the
Bowdoin goalie saved only 12.
That means 19 shots sailed wide
of their target.
"There was too much one on
one going on," said Rilling. "I
told them ·at half time that Harvard beat them (Bowdoin) 15-1

an.Q that we had to put a good
score in the papers to get people
nervous." \
Led by senior tri-captain Kathy
Sanborn, UNH devoured the
Polar Bear end in the second half
for 11 goals. Sanborn got seven
for her efforts (scoring three
times in the first and four times
in the second). Donna O'Brian
was next with four, Beth
Wheatley tallied three and Gaby
Haroules notched one.
Wheatley was the best percentage shooter for UNH, Saturday,
tallying her hat trick on only four
shots.
According to Rilling, Bowdoin
played a zone defense al?ainst
UNH, something the Wildcats
h::\rln 't P.xoected to see. Yet, after
a half_ of adjusting the offense
~as able to cope with the def epse.
"W.e were trying to run with the
ball instead of passing while the
zone got together," said Rilling.
"Our ~ttack followed the game
plan, though. Because Bowdoin's
defense wasn't a good one we
scored prolifically against it.
Probably every opponent UNH
will face this year will play a zone
defense hoping to stifle the obviously potent Wildcat offense as
much as possible.
Defensively, UNH had little
trouble.
Goalie
Susanne
Rousseau was called on for only
seven saves, all coming in the
second half.

Five records set
at UMass Relays
The UNH women's track team set five new school records
Saturday at the UMass Relays. If there had been total team
scoring, they would have finished high in the standing as they
placed in nine of the thirteen events.
Freshman Cathy Rosholt set three new records, two of which
she had set previously. In the discus, she placed third among
some of New England's top competitors with a makr of 122'7",
which bettered the old record by about three feet.
In the shot put, she putted a distance of 39'9", which earned her
a fifth place and beat her old record by two feet. She also placed
fourth in the 100-yard dash and set a re.cord with her time of 11.7.
In the 440-yard relay, she ran a leg as UNH finished second behind
Brown.
Betsy Harris set a new record for UNH in the 220-yard run with
a time of 25.5 while capturing _third place. The other record set
was by the Spring Medley Relay team, consisting of Betsy Harris,
Rosholt, Ellen Fayhey and Missy Collins with a time of 1: 51: 5.
Diane Pankratz was the winner in the half mile with a time of
2:19.1. Missy Collins took a third place in the 440 yard run and Jo
An Paveglio finished seventh in_ the mile.
The Wildcats' next meet is at home on April 18th against
Bridgewater State.
NANCY CARBONNEAU ·

UNH Wildcat Laurie Lagasse puts the tag on a UMass runner during the first game of Saturday's doubleheader. UMass swe-pt both games, 11-4 and 6-5, to drop UNH to 1-4 on the season.
<Tom Lynch photo)

Softhallers drop pair to UMass
The UMass women's softball
team swept a doubleheader from
UNH Saturday, 11-4 and 6-5. The
Minutemen's record is now 5-0,
while UNH drops to 1-4.
A misplayed grouqd ball in the
second inning of the first game
brought home three UMass runs,
giving the Minutemen a 5-0 bulge.
UNH rallied for four runs in the
bottom of the inning on three
singles, a walk and a hit batter.

The Cats could not hold off
ch-UMass, however, as UMass pitcher Kathy O'Connor breezed to
the win.
In the second game, UMass
picked up three runs off UNH
starter Mary Lou Bates in the first
two innings. Lisa Cefalo came on
in relief, giving up three more
runs in the third. It was all
UMass needed.
The Wildcats 'will be on the

Haddock places 84th
in Boston Marathon
UNH student Kevin Haddock, a 20-year-old business major
from Gilford, placed 84th yesterday in the Boston Marathon. Hadctock completect the 26-mile, 365-yard c_ourse in 2: 22.27.
Haddock transferred to UNH from Keene State this year, and
will run track for the Wildcats next fall. He was ineligible for the
team this year. His time was 30 seconds off the Olympic trial
time.
c
Bill Rodgers of Melrose, Mass., successfully defended his 1978
title, winning the race in 2.09.27.

Womens track set .goals for future
By Nancy Carbonneau

·

The Women's track team showed power and strength in all their
events in the indoor season and now, as the spring meets get under way, interim coach Dave Robertson looks for his team to do
much better.
This year's team has much more depth and is strong in both the
running and the field events. By the conclusion of the indoor
season, the women had broken nearly every school record and
over a dozen team members went on to compete in the regional
competition in Princeton, New Jersey.
Robertson took over for Jean Roberts in January, after she left
to become the National Coaching and Technical Advisor for the
Amatuer Athletic Union in Australia. Roberts left him with a
team of veterans and some exciting fresnman to better her
previous years' record of 9-4.
.
Robertson said his ha.sic strategy for the spring is to ."set our
goals for the New England competition. I set the team on a pace
and work them down, so they will peak-out at the New Engalnds
which we are more interested in winning," he said.
Most of the women have set their own goals to suit their races or
events to their capabilities. "We have set primary and secondary goals for the girls to work on during the season," said Robertson,
but he emphasizad the team effort was more important and the
women should be willing to sacrifice for the team.
"My goal," says Betsy Harris, the New England quarter mile
champ' "is to go to the Nationals in the quarter m1Je this spring,
because last year I missed it by eight tenths of a second."
Harris, the only senior, labeled herself as "the grandmother" of
the team, but she really has been competing for only two years.
She began running because it was something she found herself to
be successful at. She is relaxed when talkine: and has no secret as
to why she runs or what makes her tick. Sfie says, ''.Just winning has made me continue to run and compete. I started my
career late, but after I graduate I'd like to continue to practice
and get into some bigger meets."

Robertson wishes she had some proper coaching in her early
years, then her technique would be better. ''She really doesn't run
correctly, but it's that she is a natural sprinter," he said. "She
just has it and can go from one event to a.nother and still win. You'
can't take a mediocre sprinter and make her into a great one. It's
that a runner either has it or doesn't and Betsy has it.
"She does well. her times are good and I wish we had a longer
season," he added. "It's to~gh to tune-up a runner after she's only
been running for two years. If she had four years behind her,
she'd be better,''
Harris is not a nervous, wired-up competitor, but talks relaxed
about practice and running. She runs because it takes up time
and even if she doesn't like to run the stadium stairs or work-0ut
six days a week for three hours a day and then spend time in the
weight toom, she loves the competitive races.
"I love to run in ineets. I always have such a knot in my
stomach before the meet," she says and even as she talks, she
shakes her hanct_s nervously, hoping the tension will flow out
through her fingertips. But, when the race is over, she feels ''very
good and glad that I ran," and admits the enjoyment was well
worth the required practices.
As the spring season begins, she hopes to defend her crown as
the quarter mile champ and repeat her performance in the 220,
which she also set a new school record in this winter. She also ran
anchor legs of the record setting 880 and mile relays, after overcoming knee problems.
Another bright star on the team, is freshman Missy Collins.
This long-legged graduate of Oyster River High in Durham has
aone well in her first seasons of cross-country and indoor track .
She set new school records in the 440 and the. 880-yard run and
.came in second with a time of 2: 12.9 krnoo meters) at the New
~nglands and eighth in the regi-0.nals. She also ran legs in the 880
GOALS, page 22

road this week, traveling to
Keene State Wednesday. They
host URI Saturday.

Cats,
Maille ;..tsplit
BASEBALL
continued from page 24
base in the second inning and the
game-winning hit in the home
half of the second inning.
Two-out singles by Steve
Wholley and Matt Kelly put run. ners on first and second. Hennessey, with his closed stance
pointing in the direction of first
base, lined a double down the
right-field line, scoring Wholley.
"I got a slider on the outside
part of the plate, right where I
like the ball," said Hennessey.
"He just laid it out for mP. ''
UNH would only get three more
hits off Tom Mahan, whose 0.69
ERA before the game was tops in
the Yankee Conference. The
Wildcats had ~nners on second
and third with nobody out in the
sixth, but could not score them.
The first game was scoreless
for nine innings, with both pitchers effectively tying up the hitters on the raw, cold afternoon.
Third baseman Mark O'Hearn
had two singles and was the only
Wildcat to reach third base. The
other hit was a double by catcher
Jim MacDonald.
Adams allowed seven hits
through nine innings, but only one
Black Bear reached third until
. the tenth. His main problem was
in falling behind the hitters. After
walking four batters in the first
four innings, he settled down ~d
didn't walk another the rest of the
way .
Singles by Bob Anthoine and
Kevin Buckley and an infield hit
by Ed Mitchell loaded the bases
with nobody out in the top of the
tenth. Adams struck out Ralph
Stowell, but catcher Mark Armstrong hit a long triple to centerfield, and scored himself on a
wild pitch to account for the four
runs.
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Wildcats split with UMaine
By Paul Keegan
UNH pitcher Terry Williams
had showered, dressed, and was
· walking down the corridor of the
Field House toward the door. He
knew the~e was something he
forgot to mention about his 1-0
victory over Maine--a clutch
shutout that gave the Wildcats
(now 10-6) a doubleheader split
on a cold, rainy Saturday.
Then he remembered. The
lanky redhead stopped, turned
around and stuck his head in the
locker room door.
"Hey don't forget to mention
Mike Hennessey. He did a great
job catching me, and it was his
hit that won it."
Williams felLindebted to his
teammates. He didn't feel he had
great stuff on the ball, but
superior t1e10mg benma n1m, including sparkling catches by third
baseman Vint Choiniere and centerfielder Jeff Whitty, not to mention two inning-ending doublepla) s, more than made up for
that.
It was an importal'lt win for
UNH because the Cats had just
dropped a tough, 10-inning game ·in
the opener, 4-0. Freshman Anuy
Adams pitched heroically,
allowing just five hits in eight in-·
nings, but faltered in the tenth,
Freshman Andy Adams threw nine innings of shutout ball when three singles and a triple
_ Saturday in the first game of the doubleheader with Maine but broke the game open. UNH,
. a four-run Black Bear tenth sent him home with a loss. <Tom meanwhile, could only get three
Lynch photo)
hits off starter and finisher Skip
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ . : ; ; ; ._ _ _ _ _ _ - Clark.
So when it was suggested to
Williams that he was responsible
for the crucial win in the sec.ond
game,
.
mates. he passed off to his team-
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"All I can think of is the line
drive . to Jab (second baseman

~~~~ ~,at~~~f~~· ~~~~\~h~i~~~b~~
a great catch by Whitty," said
Williams. "They tu.med the game
around."
To that list can also be added
the double play turned in by shortstop Jim Neal with two on and
u11t uuL 111 we :::.1xtn. Neal scooped

up a ground ball up the middle,
stepped on the bag and fired to
first to end that threat.
Williams, however, deserves
much of the credit. He allowed
orily four hits, despite being
plagued by tendonitis and ended
the game by striking out the last
two batters.
Williams
was
originally
scheduled to pitch Jast Thursday
against
Northeastern,
but
because of the strain in his

triceps, didn ' t even make the
trip. According to trainer Jim
Murdock, warm whirlpool and
d.eep-heat therapy was responsible for. getting Williams' arm in
shapf' for Saturday'.s game.
Williams said he · felt no pain
throwing.
'
Hennessey s contributions lo
the victory included throwing out
a runner trying to steal second
BASEBALL, -Page __,23

Cats host Div. III Colby
.tOday at 1 p.m.
With four home games coming up this week against somewhat
Jess than terntymg opponents, UNH baseball coach Ted Conner
has it all figured out.
___,.
"We win ou~ next four games <making UNH 14-6), tl}en we call
the season off and wait for the playoffs;'' joked Ctmner.
Unfortunately for the Wildcats, it's not that easy. After hosting
Colby tomorrow ( 1 p.m. at Brackett Field) and Keene Thursday
for doubleheaders, UNH must still face the likes of Rhode Island
UMass and Holv Cross before playoff time.
'
E~en so, sweeps of Division III Colb~ and Division _II Keene
would be a big bodst for the Wildcats when they come down to the
crucial Division I teams later in the season.
"These games are going to mean a lot." said caotain Steve
Wholley. "They should help to really get us going." Pitcher Terry
Williams agreed. "If we win the games we should, against the
weaker teams, and play .500 ball with the good teams I don't see
any reason why we can 't make the playoffs."
So, while the next four games will not count on UNH's Division I
record (on which playoff selection is based), it will mean a great
deal, t_he players feel , for momentum .
The Wildcats' two top pitchers, Steve Wholley and Charlie
Jones, will start tomorrow and freshman Andy Adams and
Williams will go against Keene, traditionally an ea~y opponent for
UNH.
·
Wholley has given up just two hits in his two starts this year (including a no-hitter) and Jones leads the staff with a 1.38 ERA and
26 strikeouts in 32 2/3 innings.
Colby, 5-1 on the year, will go with undefeated Mike ·Koonce (20) and Rich Buchanon (1-0) ..!fhe Mu1es were 2-9 on their Florida
trip, but do not count those games on their record.
PAULKEEG~N

-Laxmen destroy Bowdoin
By Gerry Miles
Saturday's game," said Ryan.
With Mike Van Vleck scoring "If we play tough and blow them
six goals and John Fay an addi- out Wednesday, it'll make a good
tional three, the UNH lacrosse game on Saturday."
team came closer to the New
"We have to beat Tufts,"
England Championship crown by echoed Van _Vleck, ."to be ready
defeating Bowdoin 16-8 Saturday for the big four ahead of us, and
- on the astrodirt of the upper la- -to help our standings."
crosse field.
On Saturday, the Cats helped
"It was a big win," said a hq_p- themselves to Polar Bear.
From the start, it looked like a
py Van Vleck in the locker room.
"It was the springboard for the · · long day for Bowdoin as Fay
rest of the season.
opened the scoring on an unas"Last year, we were in the sisted goat at 3:52. Van Vleck
same position as we are now," would follow three more times
remembered the sophomore atand Ryan off a Fay feed once for ·
tackman. UNH had not lost to any a 5~0 first-quarter lead..
·
of its New England foes until the
Bowdoin game in Brunswick. ..."We got overconfident last
.:. year and ..it hurt us. It's nice to
blow them away,'' he added.
The springboard Van Vleck
referred to determines whether
_the Cats spring forward towards
success or fall back toward a .500 By Gary Crossan
As it has for year after year,
season. There . was a big
psychological factor going into the annual UMaine-UNH spring
the game. UNH had had clos.e track meet wound its way down
games against all of its opponents to the· final round Saturday. 'And
this year with the exception of as always seems to happen, the
Middlebury. Would Bowdoin be burden of victory fell on the
shoulders of senior John Demers.
able to turn the trick?
It came down to the mile relay . .
"Not if the offense gets clicking," answered c:ittackman Willie Maine had won this event in the
Ryan. "You can't stop them (Fay indoor Yankee Conference meet
and Van Vleck) on a good day and earlier in the year. On the track
Peter <Sheehan) in the cage. You now was that same team. The ancan't stop us. It was a team ef- chor was Nick Tupper, easily the
best performer of the day, who
fort. ' '
Now with a solid game and had won both the 440 and 220-yard
another win under their belts, the dashes.
UNH had the four fastest men
Wildcats ready themselves for
Tufts, which they host tomorrow coach John Copeland could
at 3 p.m. The "meat of the sched- mu~ter. Each had already raced
ule" comes up with an away one event. For Demers, it was his
game af Brown Saturday , fourth .
He had been edged in the quart followed by Harvar~Mass, and
Dartmouth before they play their er, buried in the 220 and was on
last game of the season home the wrong end of an aborted relay
pass in the meet 's opening track
against Vermont.
"Tufts will be a good tuneup for event. It had not been a good af-

Fay upped the score to 6-0 in
the first two minutes of the
second quarter after catching a

ground ball and firing a onehander into the top corner over
Bowdoin's starting goalie, Tom
Gamper. He was replaced in the
second half by Paul Mantegani.
Bowdoin made a comeback as
they pulled to within four gqals, 95, led by Ben Carpenter's hat
trick. Fay set up a Jeff Nawrocki
goal with seven seconds left in the
half to put UNH back up by five,
10-5.
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Last race decides
UNH-UMaine meet
ternoon.
Exciting would be a gross understatement to 'describe the ensuing three minutes and handful
of.seconds, but when Demers and
Tupp~r stormeg across the finisp
line there was-but one yard separating them. The long-legged
Black Bear had done it again.
Maine won the meet by four points,
79-75.
"I couldn't do anything today,"
sighed Demers . "I haven't done
any real fast stuff yet (in workouts). I just couldn't pick my legs
up."
.
"John had a long day" said
Copeland . "He hasn't had enough
track · work to expect more than
he goL That may sound cruel but
it isn't meant to be."
"It's demoralizing for us to see
Johnny lose,'' said half-miler
Tim Kirwan, the relay's third leg.
"But John 's been such an allTRACK, page 22

~NH's Pete Leberman strains for extra distance in his long
JU mp effort Sa!urday. Leberman won the event, but UNH lost
the meet to Mame. <George Newton photo)

